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THE MODEST PRICE OF MATt RITY

At its April meeting, the Newsletter Advisory Board recommended the initiation
of a subscription fee for the 1978-79 publication year. That recommendation has now
been approved by our sponsor, the National Endokment for the Humanities; the rates
are listed below. While 1 .adhere to the view that an editor, like a good theatrical
director, should remain unseen by the audience served, .I believe that our readers
are entitled to know the reasons that underlie this decision.

Since its inception in 1972, this publication has enjoyed the financial (and
mpral) support of the National Science Foundation, The Cy_ 'onmealth Fund, and the
NEIL. The magnitude and longevity of this support attest to the importance of our
central missions: to serve as a forum for discus align of ethical - issues in science
and technology; to provide needed scholarly and resource-oriented materials; to act
(in the words of the publication's founder) as a "central switchboard and match-
maker for the ,.. 'invisible- college' of producers and users interested in [this]
work;" and to reach out to the widest possible audience of interested scientists,
humanists, and policy makers.

In-the last six years, the field of science-technology-values (STV) has
reached a new level of maturity; evidence includes the rapid introduction of STV
courses and programs in academic institutions; the proliferation of research con-
ferences, public symposia, legislative hearings, and funding opportunities; and
signs of professionalization - e.g., the''formation of specialty groups within
existing organizations, as well as the birth of new groups with an STV emphasis.

The decision to charge a modest fee for the Newsletter stems from the con-
vidtions that the'STV field is now Sufficiently large and mature to provide at
least partial support for the endeavor, and that total dependence on finding agen-
cies is no longer necessary or desirable.

While support from. the NEH is assured for another year, the fee is being
initiated in 1978-79 in order to increase the likelihood of continuity, to. obtain
a measure of dependable circulation, aro4 hence to provide an adequate basis for
future planning. Reader responses -- in the form of subscriptions -- will serve
as the most reliable and meanin- indicator of the demand for continued publi-
ca ion.

Vivien B. Sbelanski
Editor

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

Individuals
Libraries & Institutions
Students

There is a $2.00 surcharge fot
United States, North, Central,

1978-79

$10.00
$13.00
$ 7.00
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and 'South America.
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I. NEWS ITEMS

A.. Surveys of Public Attitudes T ard Science/Technology in urope and

the United States

Two surveys of pliblic attitudes toward science and/or technology
have been 'conducted within the past year. Although they yielded results
that are in some respects similar, the surve s themselves differed wide-
ly in scope, objective, and design.

1) Science and European Public 0 _nAlen1 analyzes nine identical
Surveys of public opinion in Belgium, Denmark, Franae, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Luxemburg, Whe Netherlands, and the United Kingdom-the member
nations of the Commission of the European Communities, which sponsored
the project. One of themore unusual features of this survey is its
sharp distinction between science and technology and its effort to
focus solely on attitudes about sciencel the report's introduction
states explicitly that the subject of the study is "research, i.e.,
scientific activity not directly linked to a,result whose effect can
be measured..." (p. 2). This focus is reflected in the 19 question-
naire items, which requested opinions about "scientists," "scientific -
research," "scientific discoveries," and "applications of science,
but not about technology or tecihnological developments. [In ntrast,

other surveys, such as the Harils survey dikcussed below the one

reported in Science indicators_1976,2 do not maintain that distinctiop.
The poll commissioned for the Science'Indicators volume, for example,
contains stIch questions as,"Have science and technology changed life
for the better or for the worse?" "Do science and technology change
things too fast, too slowly, or lust about right?" and "When science
and technology cause problems, who is most at fault?"]

The European study was restricted problems of par icular.inter-

est to its sponsors: .

the future of research and the advantages of "European'
research;

scientific activities regarded as having litiority;

the impact of scientific activity and its image in
European societies; and

the interest in science and scientists.

While the attitudes toward science expressed by the 9000 persons
interviewed for the survey are by :and large quite favorable, a more
Striking result is the continuity of opinion across socioeconomic
class and COUntry; the consensus app ears to be independent of the
variables that normally influence opinione.g., age, leQel of edu-

S-cation, political view.
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2) in the United States, approximately 1500 adults were inter-
viewed In November 1977 by The Harris Survey for a study on "Scientific
Research & Technology."3 Respondents weje asked whether they agreed 8

or disagreed'with a number of characterizations of "scienttfid research
and technological development," e.g.., whether they "are necessary to
keep the country prosperous," "are the main factdrs in increasing pro-
ductility," "are the real basis of our military strength," "are the
only way we can create enough jobs for people who need them," or "tend
to overproduce products, and this is wasteful."

1.'

Among the results:

6 By aMajority of 69% to 16%, respondents believe that "scien-
tific research and chnologiCal advances" are "the main fac7
tors in increasing productivity;" a narrower plurality of
447.. to 42% believes that such advances are "the only way we
can create enough jobs for people who need them." he ftarris
organization interprets these results as "evidence that points

(:) a reversal of the traditional connection that long has been
made between scientific progress and tha growth of job oppor-
tunities."

A majoritSe-of 64% to 21% belie-es that "scientific research
and. technological development' provide "the real basis of our
military strength." According to Harris, "this result reflects
the comeback in recent years of public support for defense
spending and the need for the United Stateg to have the most
advanced technology in the country's military establishment."

By 52% to 36% percent, a majority of Americans' feels that
"scientific research and technological development... teng,
to overproduce products and this is wasteful." By a narrower
42% to 38%, a plurality believes that this leads to "far too
much use of scarce raw materials and patural resources."
Harris-interprets these responses as(a "clear indication...
that the applications of future scientific research will have
to be far more selective than they were in the past, when raw
materials were more abundant and natural resources seemed
unlimited."4

4

Questions about the methodology of such studies,---as well as the
possible uses in policy formation of data obtained through surveys of
public attitudes,.are being raised wit increasing frequency, and will
be considered in future,issuas of the e--le ter Readers engaged in
research on these topics are invited communicate with the editor.
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NOTES

Science and Euroean Public 0-inion 97 'ages; 1977. Commission
of the European Communities,, Rue de la L.oi, 200, B-1049, Brussels-,
Belgium.

2 Science-IndicatorsJ976. .Report of the National Science Board,
1977. See the chapter, "PubliclAttitudes Toward 'Science and
Technology," pp. 167-182. (Available from the Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.
20402. Stock number,038-000-00341-1; $4 75.

3. Data and quotes are drawn from "Scientifid Research & Technology,'
by Louis Harris; a two-page synopsiy of the study released, by
The Harris Survey,on February 27, 14978. Information about this
document mgy,beob ained by writin to: Chicago Tribune-N.Y. News
'Syndicate, inc., -East 42 Stre New York, N.Y. 10017.

4. Methodological questions pertaining to the use and design of sur-
veys to assess public views on issues related to science and/or
technology are critically discussed in: T. La Porte Mid D. Metley,
The Watch and Wonder- Public Attitudes Toward Advanced Technolo-
gies. Final Report, to Ames Research Center, NASA [Grant NGR 05-
003-1471] (Berkeley, California: Institute of Government Studies;
University of California, December, 1975). T. La Porte and D.
Metlay, "Public Attitudes Toward Present and Future Technologies:
Satisfactions and Apprehensions," Social Studies of Science 5
(November 1975):4 378--384. For discussions of a current contro-
versy about survey me'rhodology and the possible uses and effects
of survey data, see: G.B. Kolata, "Polling the Professors Survey
Draws Protest," Science 199 (February 17, 1978): 751-755; and
S. Lang, "Strange Survey of US Profs," The New York Review of
Books, XXV Ofay 18; 1978),

Carter Administration Proposes Transfer of Some_NSFScience Education
vPro a

Although the fate of the Carter Administration's proposal to es-
tablish a new Department of Education remains uncertain, the Admini-

# _ _

stration s views regarding the relation between the NSF Science Edu-
cation programs and the proposed new Department have recently emerged.
Despite the recommendation of the National Science Board and NSF Direc-
tor Richard Atkinsoh that all'present education programs be retained
in the NF, the Administration has proposed that most of the agency's

,science education activities be transferred to a Department of Educa-
tion. Programs that would remain in the NSF according to the Admin-
istration's proposal include graduate training and fellowship prograas,
and the programs of NSF's Office of Science and Society: Ethics and
Values in Science and Technology (EVIA), Public Understanding of Sci-
ence, and Science for Citizens.
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Th'e Administratio position was presented to the Senate GOvern-
Tental Affairs CoMmit ee by J. T. McIntyre, Director of theOffice,of
nagement and Budget: "We think that a Department of Education respon-

.sible for improving educational quality should,d4tectly involve science
Aducation Programs designed to upgrade school and college curricula'
(Science Trends, Aprfl .24, 1978). Science Trends also reported that,
in an April 10 letter to President Carter, NSF Director Atkinson ar-
gued that if NSF's science edueatibn-programs are transferred to the
new department,-they will4epresent- less than 1/200 of the agency's
bqdget, forming "an anomolous unit that will be too small to be effective."

It appearsunlikely that the proposal :aPest iish a Departffient4et

Education will receive approval from both the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives IA this seasion of Congress. It is nassible that it will be
reconsidered in 1979, After the NoVember 1978 Congressional elections.

C. Ne Covera e bi- the Soc 1 Sciences

The Center.for the Study of Y u Development at'Boys Town, Nebras-
ka, rItently launched a national e-fort to promote quality reporting.or
the social sciences in the mass media. the "Social Science in the Mass
Media" project will focus on the development of educational material,s
and programs for journalists and.social scientists through seminars,
print materials, and surveys of reporter and scientist attitudes. The

Center for the Study of ypyth Development is a. national research ser-
vice complex concerned. with. issues about children, youth and families.

4

The project coordinator, S. Holly. Stocking, has pointed out that
-urnalists and social scientists have long elked of- the need for proj-

- ects that would "upgrade the social science Ophistication of reporters
and edito and better inform scientists about the mass media dissem-
ination process," yet ilustained efforts, that focus on the particular
problems of, the social sciences are rare. In an effort to meet this
need; the Boys Town project will develop seminars to help reporters
understand basic social science methodology and use.informatidn sources
-in the social sciences, and will prepareellossaries and guidelines for
journalists. In addition, project staftwill survey attitudes of soc'a
scientists toward mass media dissemination of their research, analyze
the issues that must be faced by scientists who are disseminating their
research results to the public, and develop recommendations for promo-
ting positive seientist7reporter interactions.

As part of the project, Stocking is seeking social scientists'
anecdotal accounts of successful and unsuccessful interactions with
journalists. Such accounts will be integrated with empirical findings
on mass media dissemination Q1 social science research and used in
educational materials aimed'at'the working press and journalism students.
Interested readers should contact S. Holly Stocking, Coordinator of
Science Writing Projects, Center for the Study of Youth Development,
Boys Town, Nebraska 68010, 402-498-1570.



D. EVIST Resource Director Pub ished B ACAS

A directory of courses and programs rated to the field of elV.cs
and values in science and technology-has been compiled by the AAAS
Office of Science Education undera grant from the National Science
Foundation? Listings.of more than 900 EVIST oriented courses are
organized under five trikical headings: (1) science, technology, a
hUman values; (2) environmental concerns; (3) health care, life s_
eace, behaviors sciences; (4) indust6r, commerce, and society; and
(5) public p icymaking.

Designed as an update to the 1976,Guide to the STS field prepared
at Cornell University [see Issue #21,,October 19771sp. 14], the EVIST
Resource. Directory is based,On irifornation provided-by respondents to
a questionnaire distributeil in early 1977. While o ssionS are inevit-
able in any undertaking of this kindthere is, for "f e, no section
on EVIST-oriented, publications--this=is the most compre ive guide

to the field available an should prove valuable particularly to those
persons engaged in curriculum de'velopment._

The EVIST Re rce Directory is available fr6e of charge from the
Off ice of Science ducation, + ican Association for the Advancemeht
of Science, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington,'D. C.`20036.

E. NSF EVIST Program Announces Awards New Guidelines

The National Science Foundatio-'s Ethics and Values in Science
and Technology (EVIST) Program has nnounced the-following grants

)(to date) in fiscal year 1978:
-,

Daniel L. Babcock, Department of, ngineering, UniveRAity of Missouri,
Rolla, Missouri 65201
"Workship on Values and the Public Works Practitioner"
(Partial support from the NEH)

Nancy N.' Doubler, Department'of Social Medicine, Montefiore Hospital
and Medical Cenr, 81-on, New York ,1 ©467
"Ethical Issues i)n the Delivery of Health Care Within Detention and
Correctional Institutions ""

Diana B. Dutton, -Department _42S Family, CommUnity and Preventive Medi-
cine, Stanford University School of Medicine, StanEordo'Ca -ifornia 94305
"Ethical Issues in Biomedical Decision-Making:'Four Case tudies"
(Partial suppdrt from the NEH)

William Ekiedl nd, Sociology Department, Uniersity of California,
Santa Cruz,- ifornia 95060
"Ethics and-ValueS in Agricultural Research: A Case Study"
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Raymond p, Runt, Institute for the Study of Contemporary Social Problems,
Beattlev Washington 98105
" "Case Studieekof Value Dilemmas in Lawi Enforcement f

Robert F. Ladenson, Department of Humanities,` Illinoii Institute of

Technology, Chicago, il1inoia,60616
"Bibliography of Enzineeriing Ethics'?.
(Partial support film the'NEH)

Everett Mendelsohn, Department of the History o,f Science, Harvard Uni-,
versityCambridge, Massachusetts 0
"International ference on Ethical and Value Dues in the Social
Assessment of Science"

. Nicholas H. teneck, Department of History, tniv rsity of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, M1thigan 48109
"Value Issues in Research on the Biological Effects of Microwave Rad-
iatiOn: A Case Study"

Murray L. Wax, SoCial Scie Institthe, Washington University, St.
Louis, Missouri 631,30
"Ethical Problems of Fieldwork"

A revilied set ,of guidelines will be issued by the EVIST Program
in mid-June and may be obtained by writing to: EVIST Program, Office
of Science and Society, National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.

2O ,0.

Report on Scholarl Fre4dod'and Human Rim

The Study Group on Scholarly Freedom and human Rights, a section_
of the British Council for Science and Society, has published a re-
port focusing on what can be done now for the protection of scholarly
freedo4 on the heals of principles, norms and institutions which are ,

already in being (p., 8), for scientists on an international level. The

63-page -eport, Scholarly Fredom and Human Rights, aeknOwledges in
its Int oduction,both the immediacy and the relevance of human rights

issues they affect scientists:

"Although scientists and scholars are commonly
imagined-as other-worldly creatures, isolated from
the struggles of politics and business, their calling
isnot without,its hazards. The pursuit and procla-
mation of unpopular truths may provo a political
reaction: Galileo was not the

'

first the last
Celebrated martyr of science." (p,. T

The report then proceeds through _ __gent argument that touches

on the conditiarts necessary to scie-ce and on the.motives, forms and

justifications for oppression of se entists. In a third section, the

4.istorical antecedents and legal f ndations for current international
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humanfrights law are carefully drawn; the report-then takes up the
most Oaracteristic issue- of Scholarly freedorkandexamines "how they
are dealt with in the v _Jous documents, noting gaps that are not col,-
ered by any existing instruments or declarations." (p.',32)'. In this manner,
the authors address rights -peculiarly important to scientists - -the'
right-to educatioh and work, protection of scientific "production"
processes, freedorrfof expression/opiniop, movement/xesidence,.assembly/,
associate3n and entry to c46untries that_are the Sites of conferences.
Yrhen, reng on these discussionsof-the existing situation and the
intrif4ie s.eientific_mandates, the,report,analyzes-:the "specific" and
the "practical," that/is, procedures and actions by which to enforce

- ,(

,the.13rotection of sp,. Ient-ists' rights and freedoms.
# , -,

i

d ,

,'in furtherance ofh'its goal to offer 'something of immediale,prac-
tical valud to the community of-scientists," the, Ludy Group makes

. .Pthree specific recommendations:

"Roth as individuals and through their corporate
institutions, scientists should never fail to protest,
in private and in public, at the oppression of col-
leagues for whom they have a special concern.

"Again, both individually and corporately,
scientists should subscribe publicly to statements
that support the principles of scholarly freedom
established by the consensus of International Haman
Rights Law.

."And the scientific community,- through it
institutions, should sponsor the establishment of
an impartial clearing-house for information on
denials of scholarly freedom, and apply appropriate
sanctions in cases of established and illegitimate
oppressilm" (p. 63)

To order Scholarly Freedom and Human Rights, write directly to the
publisher: f3arrysfRose, Ltd., Little London, Chichester, Sussex P019
1PG, England. Order Number K K55526; $8.00.

Forum for the Advancement' tudents in Science and Technolo-

Since 1970, the Forum for the Advancement of Students in Science
and Technology (FASST) has provided a vehicle for the participation
of students in the discussion of science and technology issus. FASST

was originally founded by engineering students advocating support of
the SST; but membership and' direction have since broadened and the
organization has metamorphosed from one-issue advocacy to the promo-
tion of eduCation and discussion on all contemporary science and tech-
nology issues. The non-profit organization now includes among its
several thousand members many social science and humanities students
who are interested in the interaction of technology and society and
are seeking a greater understanding of the techniCal content of current
social issues. FASST programs aim to supplement traditional classroom



learning, and too bring to the attention of stqdent members the 'most
current issues and events in a bfirlad range of fields, from CETI to
rDNA; from human rights to energy alternatives,

lee-ASST publishes a quarterly news magazine (FASST News) and a mem-
bershcp newslettet (FASST Tracks). Frequent press, releases and a new

-service also support education efforts by dissemination through campus
newspapers and similar publications. The organization has also recent-
ly served as the home for media interns interested in science communi-

--

catipn; .. the staff is actively seeking more interns for work on the
publications and news service and would like to hear trots interested
students or faculty sponsors.

FASST is an affiliate of the American Associatiohofor the Advance-
ment of Science. Funding comes from membership dues, projectirants
and corporate contributions. For further, information, contact Alan
Ladwig, FASST, 2030 M Street, N.W., Suite 402, Washington, D.C. 20036;
202-466-3860.

Call for. Papers on Technology in American Culture

A 1979 issue t)f the Journal of American Culture will feature a
section of articles that surveys the current -state of technology and
,culture studies in a manner useful to both generalists and specialists
if' this field. The editors of this special section encourage the sub-
missipn of essays from a broad range of perspectives and academic dis-
spline PART I will focus on overviews on technology's past, pre-
sent and/or future roles in the American experience, as well as more
specific treatments of the relation between technology and values.
PART II will focus on "Technology in Context": a) Social History-
Essays focusing, on technology and social institutions, patterns of
living, and cultural styles; b) Aesthetics, Philosophy and Religion-
Essays concerning technology and the symbolic dimensions of culture;
c) Public Policy--Essays on environmental issues, technology transfer,
and technology and political ideology.

Twelve fifteen essays will be selected for the issue, which
will appear early in 1979. Essays should be 10-15 pages, should in-
clude endnotes, and should be sent no later than November 15, 1978,
to Professors David E. Wright and Robert E. Snow, Lyman Briggs College,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824.

I. Project to Increase Awareness of Ethical Dilemmas in Nursing

A four -state regional humanities project--"Nursing and the Human-
ities: A Public Dialogue"--seeks to focus attention on ethical issues
specific to nursing through a et es of public programs and a regional
conferatipe. Supported by grants from4the state humanities committees
of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New York, the project
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sponsored a regional/conference in November 1977 in which' nurses,
philosoperS, and other humanists met together to explore various
dimensions of nursing, and in April and May 1978, held- a series of
public programs based on issues that emerged at that conference.
Interested persons may write to: Sheri Smith, Department of Philcx4ophy,
Rhode Island College, Providence, Rhode Island 02908. [From "Nursing
and the Humanities Project," American Philosophical Assgiation Com-
mittee dn Philosophy and Medicine Newsletter, No. 8, April, 1978].

J. Under_oaduate Conference on "Life, Death, and Human Rights": November 1978,

The Brown Btoethics Association, an undergraduate group composed
primarily of biomedical ethics concentrators, is sponsoring,a confer-
ence on "Life, Death, and Bunion Rights," to be held at Brown Univer-
sity, Providence, Rhode Island, November ,18-19, 1978. Interested

undergraduates, medical and nursing students, health care professionals,
philosophers, and other persons are invited to attend. Most of the
conference will consist of shi!)rt talks given by undergraduates, on
topics Co include: personhood; defective infants; microallocation and
macroallocation of resources; abortion and euthanasia; and genetics,
population and birth control. For registration information,. write to:
Scott Berman and Donya Powers, Conference Co-Chairpersons, Brown Bio-
ethics Assoc iation, Bo:: 1930, Brown University, Providence, Rhode
Island 0291.2.

I

K. Help for Dissertation Research in Scientific Communication

Annual Reviews, Inc., is the California-hased nonprofit publisher
of twenty-two series of specialized scientific reviews. --ince the suc-
cess of these ventures depends on the voluntary cooperation of authors
and the support of each scientific field,'th& Board of Directors of
Annual Reviews is sensitive to the need for expanded research on scien-

tific communication.

The Board has announced that it is receptive to proposals for
"graduate Fellowships that would encourage and assist dissertation
research in ocient ific communication:" The resources of the corpora-
tion do not permit the establishment of 'comprehensive research grants,
but, the Board welcomes suggestions about "modest seed efforts that
could reasonably lead to more substantial support." Although no for-'
mal procedures for application have, as ye), been developed, informal
comments and suggestions may be sent to William Kaufmann, Editor-in-
Chief, Annual Reviews, Inc., 4139 El Camino Way, Palo Alto, Califor-

nia 94306.
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NEWS FROM THE SOCIETIES

A. Philos -A- atcat Scfience Association

The Philosophy of Science Association is holding its' Sixth Ili-
vial Meeting, October 26-29, 1978, at the Jack Tar Hotel in San Fran-
cisco. Th& program will consist of contributed paper sessions,spec-
ial sessions and Invited lectures, and, symposia. The final program
wilt'be announced later this summer. The following are the current

centativ0-rrogram arrangements:

ConLik-ibuted Pipers

History of Philosophy of Science

Nanc' Maull, Yale. "Perception and Primary Qualities."
Edward MacKinnon, California State/Hayward. "The Developme

of Kant's Conception of Scientific Explanation."
John V. Strong', Boston College. "John Stuart Mill, John

Herschel, and the 'Probability of Causes-'."

b) Philosophy of Physics
7

Jeffrey Bub and Vandana Shiva, University of Western Ontario,
Canada. "Non-local Hidden Variable Theories and Bell's
Inequality." ----0

Nan6y Cartwright, Stanford. "The'Only Real Probabilities
in Quantum Mechanics."

Carlo Giannoni, Rite. "A Universal Axiomatization of
Kinematic Theories."

.

c) Observation and Theory

Kathleen Okruhlik, University of Western Ontario, Canada.
"The Interplay Between Theoty and Observation in the
Solar Model of Hipparchus a d PColemy.

William B. Jones, Old Dominion. "Theory-ladenness and
Theory Comparison.°

P. William Bechtel, Northern Kentucky, and Eric Stiffier,
Western Illinois. "Quine and thn Epistemological
Nihilists."

Mark G. Tamthai, University, of GhuIalongkorn, Thailand.
"Analyticity Without an Obs rvational Theoretical
Distinction."

. d) Case Studies with Applications to the Philosophy of Science

Barbara Klein, Yale. "The Role of Psychology fin Functr n I
Localization Research,"

Thomas Nickles- N'evada-Reno. "Scientlfi Problems anI
Constraints,"



scy

h) Applications Statistical Ideas

_
Lindley Darden, lryland. "DisCoveries and the Emergence ("Sf

' New Fields (= Science."

-

-Explanation .

Robert Cnmmins, Wisconsin-Milwaukee. "Explanation and
- n

,Subsumption..
J.K, Derden, Hum5pIdt State, California. "Reasons,'

Causes and Empathetic Understanding."
T.R. Giri+l, Visalda, California. "Approximative

V"xplanatien,'

' Aspect:5 or: -Rationality

Sandra Harding, Delaware. "FoUr Contributions Valbes
Can Make to the Objectivity of Social Scien

Caroline Whitbeck, SUNY/Albany. "Four Basic .Coo

of Medical Science."
.Paul Thagardx.Miclqgan/Dea born. "Why Astrology is-

a Pseudo-Sciunce."
Maurice Finocchiaro, Nevada-Las Vegas. "Rhetoric and

Scientific Rationality.'''

Quantum Logic

Teter Mittelstaedt, UniVerslty of. KEiln, Germany.

"The Metaiogic of Quantum Logic."
David Holdsworth, University of .Western Ontario,

Canada. "A Role Ifor Categories in the Foundations

of ,Quytum Theory '

James. McGrath, Indiana/South Bend. "Only if Quanta

Had Logic."

B. Loewer, R. Laddaga and R. Rosenrantz, dat.Francisco,
"The Likelihood Principle and an Alleged -Antinomy.

Andre Mirabelli, Boston. "Belief and Incremental
Confirmation of One Hypothesis Relative to Anothee."

David Papineau, MacQuarrie University, Australia.
Statistics and Backwards' Causation."

Special Sessions and Invited'Lectures eakers and/or Commentators

listed

a) Game Theoretic Semantics for the 'Language of Science--E.W.- Stachow,

University of R61n, Germany; Esa Saarinen, Finnish Academy. 4

b) ReductiOn--P,aul A. Bogaard, Mount Allison Univers fy, Canada;
Arthur Caplan, -The Hastings Center, New York; Kenneth Schaffner,

Pittsburgh.
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c) New Foundations for Quantum Mechanics--Simon Kochen, Princeton;
Richard Healey, Cambridge, England.

d) The Psychology of Resemblance--Amos Tversky, Stanford; Nelson,
Goodman, Harvard.

e) Physical R imn6ssPaul Benioff, Argonne National Laboratory,
Illinois; Goffrey Hellman, Indiana; Paul Humphries, Arizona.

Symposia (Speakers and/or Commentators listed)

a) Philosophyiof Technology--Paul Durbin, Delaware; S.C. Thakur,
Surrey, 'England; Henryk Skalimowski, Michigan.

b) Statistical Mechanics--John Earmaq, Minnesota; David Melament,
Chicago; Lawrence Sklar, University of Michigan.

c) The New Geology--David Kitts, Oklahoma; Rachel Laudan, Pittsburgh;
Michael Ruse, Guelph, Canada.

d) 'iakatos' Proofs and Refutations-- William Berkson, Washington, D.C.;
Solomon Feferman, Stanford; Arthur Fine, Chicago Circle.

e) HabormasMary Hesse, Cambridge, England; Thomas McCarthy, Boston;
Gary Gutting, Indiana.

f) Statistical Ev"idenceGlenn Shafer, Kansas; Isaac Levi, Columbia;
Teddy Seidenfeld, Pittsburgh.

g) Laudan's Progress and its Problems--Robert tVes man, UCLA; Noretta
Koertge, Indiana; Hugh Mettior, Cambridge, England.

h) Conditionals--Brian Skyrms, Chicago Circle; Alan Gibbard4 Michigan;
John M. Vickers, Claremont.

i) Other sessionsThe Unity of S4tience; Taxonomy.

For further information about the meeting write: PSA Business
Office, 18 Morrill Hall, Department of Philosophy, Michigan 5te
Universi0 East Lansing, Michigan 48824.

B. History of cience Society

1. June Meeting of the West Coast History o Science Society

On June 14-15, 1978, the West Coast History of Science Society
(WCHSS) will be meeting in conjunction with the Pacific Division of
the AS in Seattle, Washingt4p. Following is a list of pertinent

sessions and papers:

a) 14, 9:00 a.m.--40-istor of the Biomedical Sciences; Chairper-

son: Charles W. Bodemer (University of Washington)
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E.T. Fengelley (University of California-Riverside) "Places
of Historical Association with Major Discoveries in Biology
and Medicine;"

Keith R. Benson (Whitworth College) "William Keith Brooks
(1848-1908) and the Morphology Tradition in American Biology

Robert G. Frank (UCLA) "Adrian and Frequency Coding in the
Nervous Systems: Conceptual. & Technological Roots of Discovery ;'"

James Whorton (University of Seattle) "The Pathology of the
Wheel" [4h early debates over bicycling and health].

1:30p-.m--- Histor of Technology and Technology Policy
Chairperson: rnford Blaine (Scripps College).

,David Hounshell (Harvey Mudd College) 'The Expert Syndrome
in the History of Technology;"

Leslie Blanchard, "Resistance to 'Outside' Innovation in
the British Lighthouse Establishment: 1820-1900;"

Wendy Allen (Rand Corporation) "Technological innovation and
Technology Transfer: Implications for Arms Control."

c) June 15 9:00 a.m,-- Work in Progress in History of Science;
Chairperson= Robert Filner (San Diego State University)

Sharon Traweek (University of California-Santa Cruz) "Science
and Culture: Experimental Physics in Japan and the United States ;"

4
Susan T. Frey (University of Washington) "Science and Marxism:
The Dialectics of Nature;"

Michael,-Nutkiewitz (UCLA) "Science and Political Theory:
Laws ofd- Physics in Hobbes and Spinoza:"

Judith Goodstein (California Institute of Technology ) "Corre-
spondence Between Scientists: Selection of Letters from the

/

Caltech Archives;"

Margaret J. Osier (University of Calgary) "Descar
and the Foundations of the Mechanical Philosophy."

_assendi,

For further informat n, write Richard Olson, Secretary- Treasurer
of WCHSS, Harvey Mudd Coll _ Department of Humanities and Social
Sciences, Claremont, California 91711.

Symposiums on Teaching the History of Science

The Committee on Undergraduate Education of the History of Science
Society will sponsor a symposium on "History of Science in the Science
Curriculum" at the annual meeting of the History of Science Society,
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Madison, Wisco in, October 27-2 1978. For further information, write

Stephe'n G. BruSh, institutefor Physical Science & Technology, Univer-
sity of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742.

b) A symposium on teaching the history of science was held at the annual

meeting of the History of Science Society in Dallas, Texas, December 29,

1977. Three speakers descriiped how they successfully introduced und6T

graduate courses in their own institutions, and distributed detailed out-
lines and bibliographies. A report in the April 1978 issue 4 Scan, by
Arthur Donovan, includes long abstracts of the three talks by theldon J.

Kopper', Lois N. Magner, and Stanistau J. Dundon.

Society fox--Philosonolo

if *he first volume of the official publication ofthe group--
Research inPhilosophy & Technology, vol. 1 (1978)--came out j,r1 mid-

April. it is available from JAI Press, Greenwich, Conn. 06830. The

volume includes papers from the 1975 University of Delaware conference
and from a symposium on methodology for philosophy,of technology at the

1976 (Boston) AAAS meeting, as well as a bibliographical update by Carl

Mitcham and Jim Grote covering mostly items for 1973 and 1974.

RP&T-II is in the manuscript stage and should be available in

Spring 1979. Contents include: Part'V. Historico-Philosophical Studies:
Carl Mitcham (St. Catharine College, Ky.), "Philosophy of TechnOlogy:
Origins and Issues;" Wolfgang Schadewaldt (Late Professor of Classics,

Tdbingen), "The Concepts of 'Nature' and 'Technique' According to the
Greeks;" Jacob Klein (St. John's, Annapolis), "On t Nature of Vature;"

Documentation: Jacques Lafitte, Rflexions sur la science des machines

(1932), and Simone Weil, Two Uncollected Letters on Machines; Michae
Zimmerman (Newcomb College, Tulane), "Heidegger and Marcuse: TecM
as Ideology." Port II. Conference and Non - Conference Papers: Albert
Borgmann (Montana), "Freedom and Determinism in the Technological Soci-

ety;" Edmund Byrne (Indiana-Purdue, Indianapolis), "The Normative Side

of Technology;" Phillip Fandozzi (Montana), "Art in a Technologicp1
Society;" Bernard Gendron and Nancy Holmstrom (Wisconsin, Milwaukee),
"Marx, Machinery, and Alienation." Part III. European Contributions:
Jozef Banka (Katowice, Poland)., "Euthyphronics and the Problem of Adapt-

ing Technical Progress to Man;''(' Hans fenk and Gunter Ropohl (Karlsruhe),
4

"Toward an Interdisciplinary Piagmatic Philosophy of Technology;" Fried-

rich Rapp (Technical University, Berlin), "The Physical and Social Foun-

dations of Technology." *art IV. Review and Bibliography: Werner Koenne
(Vienna), "On the Antagonism Between-Philosophy and Technology in Ger-
TIDIly and Austria;" Alois Huning (Wfilfrath, Germany), "Philosophy°of

Technology and the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure;'-,Jean-Claude I3Jaune

(Clermont), "Philosophy of4e4Aology in France, I: Overview and Lib-
liography 1972-1977;" Daniel CdtJzuelle (Grenoble), "Philosophy of Teich-

nologY,in)France, II Ellul, Simondon, Brun ;" Lucia Palmer (Delaware),

"Philosbphy of Techndlogy in Italy;" Frederick Rossini (Georgia Tech),

"Technology Assessment: A New Type of Science?" K.S. Shrader-Erechette
(Louisville), "Kenneth Sayre on Information-The retie Models of Mind."



3. 4RP,ST-AI, in addition to further bibliographical updates under
the direction of Mitcham (whose grant from NSF for that purpose was
announced in the last issue of Seience, Technolosy, a-,7,a Human Value's),

will include mostly papers presented at the 19q7 University of Delaware
conference, as well as tHbse reid.at vatious SP&T Symposia in _eonjunc-
tion with meetings of the Amerl.6-nn Philosophical Association, 197E-
1978. Some additional material$ are expected to include'a symp,osium
on Jacques Ellui to whiclibe h s agreed to contribute.

4. The March SP&T symposium, in conjunction with the APA/Pacific
mee6irqL in. San fl-ancisco, featured papers by. MiVael Scriven,NX/
Berkelld ("PhilosoPhy of Soil'ence vs. Philosophy of Technology") and

-,_,-,-Y
-Rvbert McGinn, Stanford ("Technology and Intagibles:,A.Characteristic
, ,

Uilemma of Modern Technological Innovation").. ,About 80 people attended,
making it one of the society's .most 'successful: symposia up tothat time.

gip

Aft April symposium:(APA/Western, Cincinnati) was even more
successful. Built around a multi-metia presentation by architect/
philosopher Paolo Soler', "Solerits Cities: Energy Conservation through
Value Transformation?," the panel included iomments by Phillip Fandozzi
(lontaaa), Joseph Margolis (Temple), Henryk Skolimowski (Michigan), and
Willis Truitt (South Florida). Approximately 800 people-a ended, per-

.

haps 100 philosophers and the rest genera,E public.
,

There is to be a philosophy of ttchn4logy symposium at the
Philosophy of Science Association meeting in San Francisco in October.
1-4-k.4)pic is si=cnIc.e, technology, and contemp rary culture- Currently
scheddlei_panOists are PAU Durbin, Henryk S-olimowski, and Shivesh
Thakur (UnIvilry of Surrey, England). Alex Ndchalos (.Guelph, Canada)
arranged this symposum. In addition, there will be a '}rmposiumat the

APA/Eastern meeting in bece4er,tarranged by Stathey Carpenter jeorgia

,
t '

Tech), who is sti.11 accepting papers.
\

4

a

a



III. MEETIN6 CALENDAR

12 August 19.78

14-18 August 1978

20-25 August 1978

26 Aug.-2 Sept. 1978

28 Aug.-1 Sept. 1978

4-8 September 1978

,12-14 October 1978

!LI
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Symposium on Teaching Science and Environmental
Writing: The Journalism of Uncertainty," Assoc- -

iation for Education in Journalism, Annual Meeting;
Seattle, Washington./

Conference on Critical Issues i,111 the History of
Technology; Hotel Roanoke, Roanoke, Virginia.

29th.Anhual Meeeing; the University of Georgia,
hens; Ceprgth. C

World Congress of Philosophy, Dizisseidorf, GERMANY.

American Psychological Association, Annual Conven-
tion; Toronto, Ontario,, CANADA.

Second inte ional Conference on the History
Philosophy ( Science; Domus Caliteana, Pisa, ITAY,

Mountain-Plains Philosophy Confeirence, Theme: Cpntem-:
porary 'Ethical Problems, Univerq ty of Colorad
Boulder, Colorado.

19-21 October 1978 SHOT, 21t Anhual Meeting; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

2-67-2 October 1978

27-29 October 1978 '(

29-31 OccOber 1978

3-5 November L978

28-30 December 1978

11l5 January 109

Philosophy of Science Society, Sixth Biennial Meet-
ing; Hack Tar Hotel, San Francisco, California.

Hiscoryr.3f S(-1 nee Society, Annual Meeting; Univer-
si y ot Wiscoisin at Madison.

Guy L. Leonard Memorial conference in Philosophy
(following,the PSA Biennial Meeting), Topic: Sc4ten-
tific Discovery. 'University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada.

Society for Social Studi4 of Science, Third Annual
Meeting, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.

American PhiloSophical Society, Eastern Division
Meeting, Atlanta Hilton, Atlanta, Geoegia.

AmeriCan\,Mathematical Society, Annual Meeting, Mil-
waukee, 1%q'sconsin.

(

22-29 August-1:1: Sixth International Congress of Logic, kiethodology
and Philosophy of Science, International Union of
History and'Philosophy of Science, Hanover, GERMANY-?'
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CONFERENCE REPORT: Ethical Guidetes for Research and Clinical Perspectives
on Human, Sexuality,

Robert C. Kolodny, M.D.
Associate Director

Reproductive Biology Research Foundation
St. Louis, Missok i 63108

Newly developing fields of science are often characterized bye enthusiastic,
_ at entim to technology at the re ive'expense of consideration of fundamental
issues of ethics knd values. ProfesSional interest in human sexuality from both
research andc4nital perspectives is no exception; it has undergone an unusually
rapid growth in a sfOrt span of time, creating a situation in which workers from
widely divergent disciplines must contend with similar problems in the absence
of a cohesive set of common principles. In addition, members of the general
public fraquentlY possessinsutficient information to idelOtify unqualified,
irresponsible, or incompetent persons working (or claiming to wo'rk) as sex re-
searchers or sex therapists. Inan effort to remedy this situation, the Repro-
ductive Biology Research Foundation, under the direction of William H. Masters
and Virginia E. Johnson, has sponsored the development of-a set of ethics guide-
lines for sex therapists, sex counselors, and sex researchers. This project
began in 1974 with the formulation of plans for a conference held in January 1976,
which dimed to identify the major ethical issues in sex research andtherapy.1
Following that forum, a fourteen-member task force was organized to krepare back-
ground papers and draft a set of ethics guidelines to be considered at a subse-
quent meeting,2 and the rpsulting Ethics Congress was held in St. Louis', Missouri,
on January 25-27:1978, with fifty participants joining in discussions of the
drams guidelines.3,

In her opening remarks, Virginia E. Johnson acknowledged the new social_
climate toward awareness and acceptance of human sexuality, and underscoted---
several/themes that reappeared throughout the meeting: (1) the need for' sensitiv-
ity to the values and preferences of the individual; (2) the need for historical
and cross-cultural perspectives in such work; and (3) the problems inherent in-
the professionalization of,a field.

The first day of the congress was spent in plenary session with presen-
tation of' summaries of background'papers, followed by panel discussions in eaci
of the following areas: informed consent in sex research and sex therapy; privacy
and confidentiality in sex research and sex therapy;- the ethics of s'ex research
involwingtchildren and the mentally retarded; value imperialism and exploit'Wti9
in sex therapy; and/accreditation and training insex therapy. The overall foods
of this series of sessions was on broad theoretical issues; disagreement arose
principally when th_,perceived territorial imperative of a participant seemed to
be endangered, as en a social psychologist objected to limits on research in-
volving deception.

A panel discussion of informed consent in sex research and sex therapy
produced some heated disagreement. Charles Fried (Harvard University Law School)
observed that the same respect for individual liberty implicit in permitting
people to pursue different sexual l_fe-styles or in allowing people to study
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sexual,behavior or sexual function andatec careful attention to protecting
individual liberty via mechanisms o informed consent. He'added,- "it is... re-
rkable and heartening that the guielines... take this principle of informed

-nt more seriously than.., any document which I have seen-,... because if
there is one group of professionals that ought to take the pri-at.e'of liberty
seriously, it,is surely you, because that is the lifeline on vpa-ifi you depend."
In contrast, John Money (Johns Hopkins University ?edical School) voiced concern
about unwarranted emphasis on informed consent, arguing that such requirements
have resulted in loE_Alof outcome data regarding treatment' modalities, hve inter- ,,

fered with obtaining trnly -anda:Vsamples for research purposes, and have, hampered
efforts at innovative trea ent research. Money contended, "There are ,times
when the scientist or the physician in so much wiser in the'knowledge of his own
speciality than is society or the law that in-order to live up to his own mgral
standards, he mast risk pundsHment...." Albert Jansen (University of California,
an Francisco) reflected on the differentihl needs for informed consent in therapy
rsus research, pointing out that disClosure of therapeutic uncertainty may have

a detrimental effect on the client's
r

deve
I

ppment of conf)idence in the therapist
fand may therefor=e undermine therapeutic outcome. In this regard, Miriam Keity-

(National Commission for the Protection Of Human Subjects) suggested that because
of rapidly changing knowledge concerning efficacy of sex therapy, clinicians as
wellas researchers have an obligation to promote openness and education in their
disclosures.

Issues of privacy and confidentiality in sex therapy and sex research
were discussed in a background paper by Richard Wasserstrom (University of
California, Los Angeles). After analyzing the relation of privacy to sexual
matters, Wasserstro'm then-developed-an alternative theory that argued for the
desirability of a cultural concept of privacy which has a more limited Aomain
and a different form of socialization thah that which currently- exists. in the
specific context of sexual behavior, Wasserstrom suggested that such a change in
societal.-attTndes would "make individuals more secure and at ease in the world,"
would reduce individual vulnerability'to invasions of privacy, and would improve
the nature of interpersonal relationships in general by making them more open
and less deceitful. _ Ralph Slovenko (Wayne State University) disagreed vigorously
with this view, pointing out that privacy has positive values, such as in per-
sonality development-and the establishment of close relationships,

, and called,
for an increase in the conscientiougnesith which- sex therapists and sex re-
searchers uoteet client confidentiality. Robert Baum (Rens lacer Polytechnic
Instituter further developed this point, emphasizing the intunsic as well as
the instrumental value of privacy; He also called attention distinctions,

_ een public and private behavior as they pertain to research ethics,-and dis-
cussed the varying implications of anonymity as a shield for individual privacy.
Fritz Redlich (University of California at Los Angeles,) chided the gathering by
questioning the compulsion always to be ethical. He urested that there is a
place for unethical conduct for constructive purposes, as long as one the'n faces
the consequences of being unethical; "otherwise [a great deal] of research could
stop altogether and this would be a pity, or maybe a lack of pity,, for future
generations."

11. Tristram Engelhardt, (Kennedy Institute, Center for Bloethics)
focused a detailed analysis of problems regarding values and exploitation in sex
therapy around four general principles: (1) the use of disease language should
be restricted to avoid stigmatization or unwittingly imposing cultural values-on
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* A

persons; condemnation of sexual.praletices as immoral should be avoided' except
Sor ractices that are coercive, although a therapist who operates from a given
marmor stance may so inform a potentil client,plawrito the inception of therapy;

therapeutic argumentsowbehalf of particulSMsexual 111e-styles should be in
the aesthetic mole and not disguiSed as medical fact or moral certainty; :mad (4)

therapi4ts should not become involved in sexual relations with clients, although
the use of sexual partner sur o gates is )us.tifiable if precautions arc 'taken to

i-1(

avoid coercion or harm to it-41- client or surrogate and to Obtain the 1-rita7med
consenCof both parties. The ensuiry discussion of these principles wandered .4

through an interplay Ghat jux.taposedKaneidn philosophy, the origins, of religious
versus secular value,-the role of pragmatism in clinical work, and the most
current and contemporary social issues - as in the statement by Richard Green
(State University,of New York at Stony Brook) that the American PsyChiatric
Association still=shows evidence of cultural bias by its use of dlwease language'
to .characterize the homosexual troubled by his or her orientation (byt not

,,

the person whose problqffis have a heterosexual origin).

The first day of the congress concluded with an evening discussion of
the training of sex therapists and other aspects of professionali-zation of the
field. There was considerable disagreement among participants on specific details,
regarding, the relative merits of licensure laws, certification, or no regulation
of the field; there was general recognition of the lack'of adequate funding,
facilities, or personnel for training.

e'second day of the congress began in plenary session with a panel
discussi__ of the guideline draft, section by erection. Following this, approxi-
mately- six hours were spent in concurrent small group discussions,, each -focusing
primarily ort one section of the guidelines. These discussions served as the
basis for extensive alteration and revision of the guidelines; on the final day
of the meeting, summaries of each discussion group were presented and new versions
of the guideline sections were read.

Participants were then asked if anyone opposed the release of the new
ethics guidelines or wished to postpone their release. John Money spoke against
the development or dissemination of, guidelines; he argued instead for the develop--
ment of-Tan ethical case book, to facilitate the gathering of a data base from

t:which 'ethical concepts might then be evolved from a broad viewpoint. He voiced,
the cone ern that detailed ethics guidelines could be used against sex researchers
or sex therapists to suppress dissent or to prevent innovative work, and went
on to say, "If we ptomulgate a set of guidelines in which we, the national repre-
sentation Of the authorities in the field, say 'Thou shalt not, thou shalt not,'
as a list Of commandments, then we have given too much ammunition to those who are
out to get us." Samuel GU-ze (Washington University Medical School) concurred
and stated his belief that there are a sufficient number of ethics- codes already
in existence to provide suitable guidance. Samuel Gorovitz (University of Mary-
land) suggested that the need to protect consumers in this newly developing field '

sufficiently strong to justify the release of guidelines, and also observed
that, such a document would have the potential to influence the shape 'of subsequent
regulatory guidelines or laws passed on a state-by-state basis. Robert Baum,
speaking in favor of release of the guidelines, pointed out that such-a document
shouldinot be viewed as final,: and unchanging; moreover, such openness to eventual
revision had been clearly indicated by the philosophy and discussions of the
meeting and specifically emphasized in the preamble to the guidelines.
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At the conclusion of the three-day. congress, the task force net to re-
'appraise the guideline4'draft and to begin the final process of revision, resulting
in another eirculated.draft and then the release of a, final versioa of the guide-

. 01
lines in M4V-A 1978.' 'The fiAshed document wnSiLts of five s6ctions: competence
-And integrity of sex therapists, confidentiality in sex therapy, welfare of the
iclient, welfare Of students and trainees, and welfare of the research subject.*
The following selected poits pertain to matters of controversy at) they have
been dealt with in the final version of the guidelines:

"When sex ,therapy involVes=one-f-or more therapists working
A with a client couple, whether married or nit, unusual

circumstances pertainiag to confidenE'ialfty may arise.
In'rah instances, the following considerations apply:

(a) Disclesueof information that one client has re-,

quesed be kept carrt idential. from his or her partner
should-rnot b made without the express:consent of the
person providing the confidential information.

(b) When Aly One client of a client couple provides
consent to the release of confidential reCords-br
information, the sex therapist is respons.ible for re-
leasing only information about the consenting client
rind must 4Dotect the, confidentiality of all information
deriving from the nonconsentivg client." [Section II of
the guidelines]

"The client's benefit Aihould be the first priority of any
therapy. A sex therapist will riot use his or her thkra-
peutic relationship to further personal, religious,

, political, or businvss interests. Sex therapists should
be mindful of the special proplems attendant upon treating
their employees, relatives, business associates, students
or trainees, close friends, o4 their own sexual partners
(such as loss of objectivity, diminished confidentialitly,
and the changing contaxt of social relationships)."
[Section III]

.It is unethical for the therapist to io age n sexual
activity with a client."' [SeCtion TIT

"Procedures involving nudity of either the client or the
therapiSt or observation of client sexual activity=go
beyond the boundaries (..) established therapeutic practice
and may be used only when her is good evidenc=e that they
serve the best interests of the client." [Section [II]

* Interested readers may obtain a copy of the complete guidelines by writing
directly to fhe author [Or. Robert C. Kolodny, AssociaLe Director, Reproductive
Biology Research Foundation, !in° For-1 Park Boulevard, L. Loni!--,,, Missouri

63108].



"Client nudity during a Physical ex tion by a licensed
physician, nurse, or physidian's assistant is not prohi-
bited or unethical." [Section III]

"In treatment of a couple, when neither client has requested
that any matters be held confidential or ieept secret from
the. other, but when the therapist(s) 4,0dges that there is
a significant risk to discussing.jointly information not
known to one client, it is the responsibgity of the
eherapist to poiL opt this fact to the relevant person
and to obtain his or her consent before disclosure of such
information." [Section Ur]

"When research or training is being done in the context of
proViding-therapeutic services, a potential for conflict of
interests exists. In individual circumstances, when it.
gcomes known that the benefit to the client(s) is being
bompfbmispdAue to such practices, it is necessary to modify

terminate the research -Or training in order to maximize
the objectivabenefit tothe clients from therapy, even
though the clients have 'consented to partic ation in re-
search-'or training-related therapy." [ on III]

Sex therapists should be aware of the personal value System
that they introduce into the-therapy context and should
close these values'. to the client when such information is
relevant to treatment:- Moreover, therapists should avoid
gratuitously enunciating opinions or prescribing values that
reflect their personal biases rather than being responsive
to the needs and well-being of the client. In this regard
therapist should not condemn certain types of sexual prac-
tices, except those that are coercive or involve deceit."
[Section III]

"It is unethical for teachers or training supervisors to
require, to coerce, or by fraud to induce their students or
trainees to engageln sexual activity." [Section IV]

"Persons seeking or pursuing training in the field of
human sexuality may be queried about their private, personal
sexual histories and attitudes, since these may materially
affedt the` competence, integrity, judgment, and objectivity
of profes0i;nal performance. Such persons should be in-
formed in advance of the relevant limits to confidentiality
pertaining to this material, as described earlier in this
section." [Section IV]

"It is unethical to coerce or require students to participate
as subjects in research projects. The increased risk of
conflict of interest or subtle coercion should be recog-
nized and guarded against by educators who engage in research
with their own students or trainees." [Section IV]
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"Sex researchers should strive for honesty anj acCur40y,in
their dealings with research subjects. Concealment `Ort

deception may be used as a part of the research design only
wherValternate methodologies have been considered and found
inadequate. In such cases, unless the risk is minimal and
.there is potential direct therapeutic benefit, subjects must
be- informed during the consent process that concealment or,
deception may be used,. Explanation of the specific nature
of the concealment or deception must be made as soon as.!
passible after the subject's participation has ended.',
[Section V]

The guidelines have been developed for use by professional organizations,
institutions,' review boards and similar interested groups, and it is expected that
the guidelines will be particularly useful in the drafting of regulatory or
licensure legislation at the state level. At their national meeting in April
1978, the American Association of Sex Educators, Counselors, and Therapists --
the largest professional organization in this field - adopted these guidelines
as formal ethical principles for their more than 6000 members.

1.

NOTES

The proceedings of this meeting were published in book' form under the
title Ethical Issues in Sex Therapy and Research, edited by W11am H.
Masters, M.D.; Virginia E. Johnson, and Robert C. Kolodny, M.D. (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1977).

2. The members of the task force were Robert C. Kolodny,D"Chairperson),

H. Tristram Engelhardt, Jr., Ph.D., M.D.,-Charles Fried, LL.B., Joshua
S. Golden, M.D., Richard Green, M.D., Albel, R. Jonsen, Ph.D., Harold I.
Lief, M.D., Ruth Macklin, Ph.D., Jay Mann, Ph.D., Lornq_J. Sarrel, M.S.W.,
Philip M. Sarrel, M.D., Raymond W. Waggoner, M.D., Sc.D., Richard Wasser-
strom, LL.B., Ph.D., and Jerome F. Wilkerson, M.Div., Ph.D.

Proceedings of the Ethics Congress will b published in book form in 1979
by Little,. Brown and Company, Boston, Massachusetts.
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V. CHANGING DIMENSIONS-OF POLITICAL ACTION TN SCIENCE

Papers and Commentaries Presented to the
Organization of American Historians, April 1978

INTRODUCTION

When science becomes controversial, scientists inevitably becomes involved
in political activity, taking sides and raising questions about the institutions
that control the direction and application of research. In a recent book on the
history of physicSi Daniel Kevies has s ested that many sudh questions tend to
recur again and again at different periditIof history. Indeed, striking parallels
are apparent between current issues of concern and those that stimulated political
actions by scientists following World War II. Duribg both periods, scientists who
were fully convinced of the usefulness'-of science and technology became disturbed
about pernicious and dangerous applications. Disputes today- -and 30 years ago have

both involved intense conflict over the types of control tobeexercised on tech-
nological application, and in particular over the extent of self - regulation within
science and the nature of new institutions for the direction and control of- research.

The post-World War II debates, however, revolved around a technology with
a demonstrated and devastating impact, while the recombinant DNA dispute concerns

a scientific technique that poses hypothetical risks. Moreover-, in the 1940s,

research was a relatively small and exclusive activity compared to the sophisti-
cated scientific enterprise of the 1970s. Furthermore, and perhaps more important,
the recombinant DNA dispute takes place in a context-of profound historical aware-
ness of the experience with atomic weapons. Indeed, this experience is a popular
metaphor for modern activists--as a demonstration of the destructive potential of
science, an image of what must be avoided at all costs--and it has been critical
,in-shaping the views and strategies of contemporary science activists.

-Dorothy Nelkin

The following papers by Alice Kimball Smith and Dorothy Nelkin compare
,various aspects of these two disputes, especially the political role of the

scientists active in the discussion of policy questions during the two

periods. Smith and Nelkin ask: 1) What are the major issues of concern

to scientific activists? 2) Who becomes involved in policy disputes?

3) What strategies of political fluence do they use? and 4) How does

the larger scientific community f,,2pond to scientific activism? Smith

addresses these questions in the context of events following World War II.
Nelkin examines the contempOtarybdebate over recombinant DNA and other
disputes involving scientific activists, asking the same questions and
drawing contrasts between the rDNA dispute and the Atomic Scientists Move-

ment. In subsequent commentaries, Daniel Kevles ana'Peter Buck not only

discuss the Smith and Nelkin papers but add further interesting observa-
tions on the changing attitudes toward political action by scientists.
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SCIENTISTS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST - 19Q

Alice' Kirth<all Smith

The initial impetus to the political action by scientists that followed
World War II came from thin the Manhattan Project: from Los' la os and from
two laboratories of the Me allurgicgl Project--the Clinton Labs- Oak, Ridge and
.the Met Lab at the Univer- y of Chicago. Agitation agains ible use of
the bomb on Japanthad dev loped in the Chicago Met Lab ea= y in 1945,'sparked by
concern about an app lack of official planning for he-future impact of atomic
energy. At that time, Chicago sclentists began a series of representations to the
War Department which focused4first upon peacetime applications and their regula-
tion, and then on international implications, and culminated on 11 June*1945 in
the Franck report redommendat ns urging a demonstration of the bomb prior to
military use.

The .Issues

The vast .majority of Manhattan Project employees, however, were not aware
of this wartime agitation, and thus the postWar scientists1 mdVemenf began not as
an: internal controversy throughout the project but-rather,as a spontaneous reaction
to Hiroshima and Nagasaki.' This reaction largely took the form of widespread re-
solve by scientists to inform themselves, the policy makers, and the American pub-
lic of the facts and implications of atomic energy so that effective international
controls, might be established. -In due course, this resolve focused on four issues:
1) the way the bomb had been used on Japan; 2) the righeof scientists to make
public statements on policy questions; 3) ;whether,civilians or the military
should Control domestic programs; and 4) the freedom of scientific research.
-Secrecy.was a recurring theme in these discussions, bUt to most activists there
was a single overriding issue: how to avoid an international atomic arms race.
As-rough iotes from a June 1945 Chicago "rap" session put it "Clear that if no
agreement, are sunk." .Atomic bombing of Ja n, as the Franck report had foreseen,
had created an a$mosphere of drgtrust that de international cooperation more
-difficult. Many of the scient sts believed that continued secrecy in science
would prevent dissemination oW _nformation they considered to be prerequisite to
international control, and that continued military supervision of U.S. nuclear
progtams would further exacerbate the suspicion engendered by American use of the
atomic bOub.

Straegles and Tactics

Because the scientists were learning the techniques of a new trade and
because even after the war ended, they lacked reliable information about offi-
cial intentions, the tactics they employed to deal with these corollary issues
were improvised and empirical. When the war ended, scientists at virtually every
Project site t up organizations and prepared statements of purpose emphasizing
education directed to the support of international control. tducatiOn remained



the principal element'of the scientists; strategy, implemented largely by-local
aksociation-contacts-with press and. radio, .the lecture platform, conferences or

laymen, and publication of books and articles. The most enduring montMe4t
this educational impulse is, of course, the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
which began as the newsletter ofthe Chicago association.

Overall strategy soon included centralize _organization. Circulation of_,

mimeographed material from Chicago, Oak Ridge and Los Alamos stimulated the rapid
proliferation of local-groups at research centers outside the Project. By early
'October, embryonic organizations were coalescing almbat overnight to protest-the.,,
Jar pepartment-sponsored May-Johnson bill, which provided for a domesticatOmic
energy-commission with militarymembers and drastic security provisions that
seemed to threaten freedom. of research. As the scientists converged on Washing-

1

ton to stop the May-Johnson bill i they soon recognized the need for coordination
of effort; and so, in November 1945, the Manhattan Project s -i,te groups formed. the
Federation df Atomic Scientists (shortly-thereafter transformed into the more
broadly based Federation of American Scientists). At first, the Washington office
was manned by volunteers on a rotation basis'; later, the small full-time staff
often found-it ehsier to inflUencecOngresiten than to reconcile the conflicting
views of what became 18 local associations amid approximately 3000 memberst.'

Weeks before the national organization was formed, the first critical
issue had arisen: namely, the right of Project scient
ments on atomic policy. The bombings of Japan and (

cation of.the unexpectedly explicit Smyth report3 li
secrecy under- which Manhattan Project employees had la
still in charge, andtProject scientists were told to refrkin from public discus-
sion pending announcement of-official policy. This sile_cing of those who con-
sidered themselves best qualified to give accurate information infuriated .many
.scientists who had philosophically accepted wartime restrictions. The site groups
preparing careful programs of atomic education were caught off guard, but the
tactics adoptd wereno less effective for being spontaneous and uncoordinated.

434

Irel2i7 Pi=bWrith'heoet=uof 2=Ig1-?t %ralt- ilfn:= :=1:1:2=Clelslem=
many of his colleagues would abandon physics and study rtterfly wings. Less
prominent physicists, chemists, and biologists used ion:deferred vacations for
exploratory-interviews' with columnists, broadcasters, and public figures in New
York and with key legislators in Washington, distributing- statementa"nd seeking
names of persons who might publicize their views. The AsSociation of Oak Ridge

Scientists wrote to the War Department demanding explicit recogrrition of their

rights as citizens.
1

-s to make public state-
days later) the publi-

much of the burden of
-d; but the Army was

The frustration of these scientists mounted during September as the press
filled with loose talk a- ',/the "secret" of the bomb and p6-sible "defenses" 4

against it. The ban on public discussion', ecame increasingly irksome as rumors
circulated about the nature of the bill being prepared in the War Department, and
Project scientists began to doubt whether their views were effectively represented
by the seven prominent individuals who were part of the government's advisory
apparatus'.4
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Truman's-atomic energy message to,Congress on October 3 and-the intro-
A.uetion of the May-Johnson bill on October 4 were immediately_ seen as signals
that quiet sleuthing in Washington and seemingly inadvertent leaks tohe preps
could-be replaced by-overt action. By October 15, a group of hitherto unknown -

young scientists, who did'not even know each other, had gathered in Washington.
Working out of Leo Szilard'-s hotel room, they quickly found allies within the
Administration. They made friends with Congressional aides, and recruited prom-
inent scientists for a=dinner with important senators. Learning that'House com-
mittee hearings on the May-Johnson bill had dlosed after one day,-thefledglIng.,
lobbyists-promoted a deluge ortelegraffis sufficient to force thehearings to re-
open and receive testimony from opponents of the legislation. With the connivance
of sympathetic legislative aides, another Senate committee hearing on science
foundation:billsbecame,a forum-fordiScussion of'atOmic energy.

A Drew Pearson- column had already drawn attention to earlier attempts to
muzzle scientists when site representatives called a press conference at.which
chemist Harold Urey blasted the May-Johnson bill as a signal thal"we are essen-
tially an aggressor natioq" Raymond ewing's nationwide broadcast on Friday,
October 19, was devoted to what called "science week in Washington." The
scientists, said Swing, are "as impressive a group of men as ever came to modern
Washington.... quiet, modest, lucid and impelYngiy convincing."5 The actors in
the drama-were a'surprised.as anyone; Newsweek later dubbed them "The Reluctant
Lobby."6

These tactics played no small part in shelving the May-Johnson bill.
Beginning in December 1945, similar Ones were employed on behalf of the McMahon
bill, which provided for a civilian atomic fiere commission and more adequately
represented the views of the scientists and likended officials who had helped
to frame it. The cause of civilian control was Carried to the public by the sta-
ble of lecturers maintained by -Beach local association. Since more experiend
propaga4ists advised working through existing organizations, in November,-the
Federation of Atomic Scientists (in collaboration with forty-nine national,civic,'
labor, and religious associations) established the National Committee on Atomic
Information, which distributed to millions of affilia embers t e'facts and
argumentichanneled through the Fedqation. When ame 14 s tWrice threatened to
cripple-the McMahon bill, an a hoc committee of layme -Aped the Federation
devise, lobbying procedures, Anluding a massive telegraphicampaign by specially
4
recruited citizens' groups in Juli 1946, the bill passed and,the,f011owing
January a civilian atomic nergy commission took over from the War Department.

The campaign to prevent military domination of atomic developments was
closely related to the issue of freedom of science because international control
would require unrestricted exchange of information; however, the scientists had
found that it was not easy to agree on priorities. In mid-November 1945, when
representatives of fourteen local associations had met to formulate the aims of
the enlarged Federation of American Scientists, those who wanted to include only
achievement of world peace thTigh international control were vigorously opposed
by a delegate from a non-Manhattan Project group in Cambridge. "If your group
wants to work primarily on world peace" he said, "that is fine;... but if our
group is particularly interested inifreedom speech and science and seeing to
it that.. [when] we get a world govarument...scientists are not all working behind
locked doors, I think we ought to be permitted 6!)--- work on that."7 In the end,
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study and dissemination of information we e.accepted as the basic aim and local
associations were left free to determine their own emphases.

How difficult it would be to separate issues soon became-Clear. As the

campaign for the McMahon bill began, some Manhattan Pr ject scientists broke an
earlier vow of restraint and spoke sharply about the e -:esSes'and stupidities of
wartime Army security regulations. What the press descr _eakas a feud betkeen-

-

scientists and the military evoked counter charges that s .h.tiats-wereperely

trying to posierve.t eir traditional independence. Scie- ists responded thlt
values!imporeantto sciencer-respect for truth, individual freedom and dignity,
cooperation-were basic human values and that they had emphasized freedom of
science because it'was the particular freedom they were qualified to explain and
defend.

Two other points were raised'at the November 1945 meeting--establishment
of a national science fonndation and the peaceful uses of atomic energy- =but they

aroused ittle interest among the activists. The big machines and team resfarch
to which scientists had become accustomed during'the war would obviously reeuire

money,,but'fOr the time being universities were generous to science. Everyone

greed that a science foundation was' desirable, and the FederatiO'n office regu-
larly exhorted members to read and discuss pending legislation; but debate over
who should administer the foundation delayed passage of a.bill until 1950 without
arousing a hint of the fervor expended on the control of atomic programs.8

Lack of attention to the peaceful applications of the atom is even. more
curious because many scientists had invoked "ultimate value to mankind" as jUsti7

fication for participation in the Manhattan Project. Non-military uses had been

explored in the Met Lab's 1944 Jeffries report on the=futufe of nucleonics,9 but

after the war-, preoccupation with, control and uncettainty,about the continued
existence of the big laboratories discouraged substantial progress in these areas.- -

until the establishment of the Atomic Energy Commission in 1947.

The legislative campaign divrted much time and effor from the principal

objective7-international control. But for a time, interest was keen, not to say-
pasaOnate, ant volunteers_Were plentiful. ,In the autumn of 1945, concernedlegis-
lators were persuaded to sponsor resolutions favoring international control and-to

press for-early talks with allies about sponsorship of the United-Nations Atomic

Energy Commission (UNAEC). To have information available when and where, it was
needed, the scientists organized a series of technical reports, some secret, some
unclassified, by qualified people at the various laboratories. These reports were

eventually used by the State Department committee-which began preparing a U.S.

international control proposal early in 194'6. Later, American scientists served,

as consultants to the U.S. delegation to the UNAEC and as members-of its subcom-

mittee on technical aspects of control. This subcommittee's,conclusion in'Septem-
beri946, that control was technically feasible, represented the-only substantial
agreement in the protracted negotiations and Was hailed as evidence that the inter-

national community of science was indeed a force for peace. Meanwhile, the impact

of atomic energy oh international relations had been eloquently explained to-au-
diences, large and small, avoss the country in the hope (never to be realized)

that an international control treaty might some clay need voter thJppor-
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Who Was Involved

The scientists' movement involved-Andividuals who varied widely.both in
background and in the nature of their comi1tment. As they had in nuclear science,
the refugee. scientists, such as James Franck and Leo Szilard, played an important
role in stimulating others to think and act. Senior Anierican scientists,-- like
their Eutopeancounterparts, had reached adulthood in the era of cyncal revision
igtSttidies df the origins of the First World War and the role of the-"merchalts
of death" and therefore tended to be strongly pacifist in outlook, at least until
the-late 1930s. But political activism was fat from the norm for Am= can scien-
tists; Only two exceptions seem obvious among Americans prominent framing post-
war atomic policy-Oppenheimer had "supported left-wing caused in Ca ifornia, and
Arthur Compton had,loined the American offshoot of the BritishAssOciation of
Scientific Workers when It was formed in 1938.1P

6 1.

As indicat_d abOve, only at the Chicago lab had scientists ser*.usly qu s-
tiontd the necissit of-using the bomb in Japan, Some of this concern filtered
through strict security to the related research group at Oak Ridge, although Los
Alamos was effectively insulated from the ferment in Chicago by the extreme pres-
sure of work and even tighter security: a wartime meeting on "the tweet of the
gadget" had no. sequel when Oppenheimer decreed such discussion premature% However,.
after the Alamorgordo test, Suddenly everyone talked, chikly about Niels Bohr's
comforting view--of which Oppenheimer was the most eloquent ex onent--that atomic,
energy would force a revolution in international_ relaiions..

After the war, when scientists began to make their firs outside contaetsf
they were immediately asked how representative were their views. At Clinton Labs';
Association members claimed that 96% of the civilian physiciptsvchemists,,engi-

, neers, and biologists had signed a hastily- assembled 14 'Septembei:1945statement
on atomic energy. At a Senate hearing, a young physicist who was asked about Los
Alamos involvement replied, "Before the bomb about fifty; afterward everyone. ""
The Chicago Met Lab's- claim of 95 %'support was autio sly reviSed to "over ninety
percent," but, said a young activist, "that five or ten per cent included people
we respected, and that always-bothered us."11 I

The movement reflected the interd' ciplinary'Make-up of the Manhattan
Project, which included physicists, chemists, metallurgists, biologists, physi-
cians, and ,engineers.. Several women were extremely active in the movement, but
they represented a small minority in science. The movement was a young man's
affair, largly because there were so many in the Manhattan Project, which began
recruiting after many older men were committed to other war research. Also, it
was easier for the young to be, amateurs. Political activity provided a new and
exciting challenge, a release from wartime confineMent, and a therapeutic outlet
for growing anxiety over the destruction-they had wrought and the problems they -

had helped to create. Scientists close to or over forty--the old men of the Man-
hattan Project -- helped local associations get started continued to give their
share of public lectures, but many of them.soon returned to academic life with
heavy responsibilities for teaching and research. It was th' young scientists
who formed and ran the Federation, managed educational programs, and with a few
exceptions, did the lobbying. 12



Even at its peak,, the lines between those who belonged to the scientists'
movement and those whb did not were shadowy and shifting. Yet, upon reflection,
we see that something special was happening.- Deflecting public attention from
internal differences gave the movement cohence and was smart tactically, but
disagreement,and resolution were'irdplicit'in the research experience of most sci-
entists at this period, so-that quibbling vigorously in private before presenting
some kind of consensus to the public was normal behavior.

Response of the Wider Scientific Communit-

The same pattern was maintained by scientists outside the movement.' No
one launched a counter-federation. Reasons for non-participation were usually
conveyed orally and off-the-record, but chemist W. F. Giauque expressed a-not
uncommon viewpoint in his reply to a reproachful telegram from a fOrmer student
who had deplored the lack of support f m Berkeley for the Federation- -'s November
1945 international control resolution:

... The group' here is, not actually 'aloof' in this matter, but
we do not believe that-there any use in trying to get nations

- to renunciate or prohibit the use of instruments of war. This
would seem to fla particularly true of the, atomic bomb, which
could apparently be assembled on short notice by any uniFcrupulous-
group which acquired'Officient power to appropriate fissionable
material which must be on hand in large - amounts in many places
if various nations are to make peacetime.use of itT

We do not believe that anyone has seen any real answer
to the atomic bomb problem and some of us are concerned lest
too much insistence on specific'non-s*ientific objective ,by
scientific groups will weaken their p'tisition in the matter."1

Some scientists went further and argued, although not often publicly, tRAt the U.S.
should try to maintain a monopoly of nuclear technology. At the other extreme,
members of the greatly overshadowed Association of Scientific Workers criticized
the Federation for neglecting the broad6r implications of science. And scientists
employed in f'-ederal agencies charged neglect of national science policy and the
science foundatift bills.

Just as those within the movemen tried to resolve their differences in
private, so for a time disagreements abo policy failed to break the ties that
united the larger community of science particularly the conviction that know-

, ledge was good for mankind and the faith that scientifically,aecertnined truth
would ultimately lead to right solutions. ,Hence those who disapproved not
ready to undermine the authority of science through organized opposit

111Avert opposition was unnecessary, however, for debilitating rces were
soon at work within the movement. By early 1947, t-R-e rank and file were sending
ominous signals by devoting increasingly less time to Federation business; skepti-
cism about the feasibility of international control was .privately expressed when
two of its most articulate advocates publicly defected, Edward Teller to world
government and Harold Urey to Atlantic Union.' In the absence of international 1

(



control,. even a civilian domestic commission was powerless to withstand the pres7
sures of the atomic arms race so accurately predicted by the Franck report. Fail
ure bred apathy; the pull ;of the labOratory was strong. By 1949 only about,10%
of the Federation's thousand members were active.

_

This diminished support still did not represent cleavage. ,When fracture
lof the scientific community did occur it came about more subtly --thbactiVista
would have said more insidiously -- through the gradual incorporationcifadvocates

was eisy, but it was
of nuclear strength in the AEC's administration and advisory This rift
as partially revealed'in late 1949 in the hydrogen bomb conts

clearly apparent during the 1956 test ban hearings when Edward Teller and Hans
Bethe disagreed publicly not only on policy but on what each claimed to be scien-
tific fact. On occasion, the scientific s.ammunity did &TAinue to present a uni
front, most notably during he 1954 hearings on the withdrAwal of Oppentkimer's
clearance an at the 1955 A oms fbr Peace Conference in Geneva.

Reaction of the

Every sect scientist undbubtedly had one friend or'relative who asked,
even in the f r euphoria of victory, "Why did you work on the damn thing?"'
But negative reactions were often lost in the'chorus of "Thank.God for the bomb;
my son (or husband or brother) was in he Pacific." The scientists' decision to
go public forestalled much criticism,..gbd those who realized at once what Hiro-
shima and Nagasaki portended--Norman Cousins was among the first with his article,
"Modern-Man is Obsolete"14--recognized the scientists as their best Much
help came from middle-aged "movers and shakers, -eterans of liberal causes of (

the 1930s. Many were one-time pacifists, reluctan ly-co-opted for war agaist
dictatorship, and this made them easy targets fo the new message of internation-
alism. They were experienced in the art of mobilizing support, but they were
reformers, not protestets as we understand the term today.

To politicians on Capitol Hill who were not already committed to a cold
war posture, the earnestness of t?he young scientists was appealing and their apa-
teurism non-threatening. A few scientists developed real political acumen, but
even those laymen who attributed to them major credit for passage of the McMahon
bill believed that most of the scientists failed to grasp the nuances of politi-
cal relationships or to understand the appropriate function of military-departments
in a democratic state. -

To the wider public, the omb was a potentdemonstration of the impact. of
a particular technology. ',The_th uSands/Atho heard the scientists' public lectures
and read their literature got"the mess e again and again that this technology
must be controlled.

Institutional Heritage

Discouraged by'the impotence of the Federation of-American SCientists,
those most deeply concerned withwthe impact of science opeened other channels--
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, the Pugwash Conferenceg on Science and



*world Affairs, the Society for Social ResponSibility in Science, the Union of
Concerned ,ScientistS,=the AAAS commitment to 'social responsibility, and caucuses
Within professional societies. Since the early 1970s, a revived FAS, with twice,
its peak postwar membership, has addressed a broad spectrum of science policy
oveations. Underlying this institutional heritage of the postwar movement is
true legacy: that it is now respectable to acknowledge responsibility for resea h

and its applications. and, that the public has come to expect this of scientists,.,
even if they do not individually expect it of themselv4s.

One assumption that 'scientists of tEecarlier period were not yet prepared
to challenge, except perhaps in moments of private, introspection, was the right-
)

ness of pursuing the basic knowledge from which the, technology of the bomb had
sprung. That challenge was left to successors, whose attitudes are discussed in
the paper by Dorothy,Nelkin.

NOTES

1. For a fuller discussion of topics covered in this paper, see Alickliimball
Smith, A Peril and a Hope: The Scientists' Movement in America, 1945-1947_
(Chicagoi University of Chicago Press, 1965); revised paperbac- edition
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: M.I.T. Press, 1971). -All page refere ces are
from the revised edition. The bo6k, which contains complete ref.rences to
sources,,',is based upon interviews with participants and extensive exami-
nation of the files of the Federation of American Scientists and related
organizations. These papers are now in Special Collections, The Joseph
Regenstein Library, University of Chicago.

2. The ve for of the Franck repor Tri ed in Appendix B of A. K. Smith,
op. ci . (1971), differs in ph althougp not significantly in

l

substa e, from the copy submitted to the SecteNry of War. This docu-
ment, n w in the public domain, 26 in the National Archives and Records
Service the General 'Services Adminiqtration, Washington, D.C.
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Henry de -life Smyth, Litoniprit211ylita_r (Princeton, New

Jersey: P ceton.University Press, 1945).
t

4. For related background events see Richard G.,Hewlett and Oscar E. Anderson,
Jr., The New World- 1.939/1946 (University Park, Pennsylvania:-Pennsylvanla
State University Press, 1962). As officia historians of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, the authors had access to classified materials.

5. The dXents summarized in this paragraph are recounted in A.
cit. (l971), pp. 144-171.

7.
6. "The Relu tant Lobby,",Ne XXVI (December 3, 1945), P.

7. A. K. (1971), p. 233.

8. FOr the history of this legislation, sed Daniel J1 Kevles, "The National
S- enceFoundation and the Debate over Postwar Re-seargb Policy, 1942-1945,"
Isis 68 (19,7), pp. 5-26%
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"Prospectus oh Nucleonics" (November_ 18, 1944). Portions of this unpub-
'lished report are printed in Appendix A-; A. K. Smith 7 op. cit. (1971).

0. The founders of the British Scientifio4orkets had been,concerned with the
broad social tmplidations ofiftienc-elbut the DepredsiOn had directed atten-
tion4to conditions of labotwfory employment. When former members attempted
to renew disco ion of sa aries and working hours at Oak Ridge.and Los-Alamos,
may-quickly tialized th t_they_faced_far_mote_setious_problems_and_became
headers in the postwar s e organizations.

11. See A.-K. Smith, 11g. cit. (1971), pp. 87, 108-109, _

12. 'Older activists saw their effectiveness in other terms. Leo Szilard remained,
a *gadfly and instigator of new schemes. Oppenheimer and Arthur Compton were
frequent government advisors, a role which was gradually institutionalized.
Rabinowitc and others in the Chicago orbit developed the Bulletin of the
Atomic Sc ntists to document the new age. Once the civilian control bill
had passe and UN negotiations were under way, local groups tided to con-
centrate on a single cause: the Cornell associat n, for example, on AEC
clearance prowdures and Berkeley on supplying technical and political read-
ing matter to scientists abroad.

.

13. W. F. Giauque to Charles D. Coryell (November 10, 1945), A. K. Smith, op.
cit., (1971), pp. 212-213.

Norman-Qpnsins, "Modern Man is Obsolete," Saturday Review_ of_ Literature
(August 18, 1945). An expanded version of this editorial was published
by Viking Press in -ber 1945.
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B. SCIENTISTS IN AN ADVERSARY CULTURE: THE l9 &s

What are

Dorothy Nelkin
Program in Science,. Technology and Society

'Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14853

e Concerns of Scientific Activists?

Recent conflicts over biomedical research have focused on two concerns:
the present and potential mpactsof science, particularly the potential health

-and environmental hazards nherent in research procedures, and the process by
Ntr which science is directed nd controlled.' The di ute about recombinant DNA

was initiated when a group of .scientists voiced th _r fears that this research
technique might inadvertently produce new and dangerous forms of infectious micro-
organisms for which people have no resistance-and medical..acience no cure. These
concerns were rapidly taken up hy activists within the scientific community who
argued for the necessity of limiting the research and for imposing external controls.2

The issue of biohazards is complicated by technical uncertainty. Under-
standing of the process by which new pathogens are produced is limited; there is
no definitive means to assess potential risks. Such uncertainty leaves open large
areas of disagreement, reflected in bitter disputes among Scientists about the
nature and extent of risk and the precautions necessary to contain them. Critics
have pointed out that, even under the moss rigorous procedures, the record of con-
tinment of biohazards is not flawlessdand that a poss e accident, however re-_ _ _ _

mote, could be catastrophic. As research has increasi y confirmed the safety
of the procedures and the adequacy of NIH guidelines to minimize risk, the crit=
icism has not abated, for a significant aspect of the concern-of scientific -acti-
vists is the potential application of recombinant DNA research towards pernicious
ends. The technique of isolating and recombining fragments of DNA has. removed
some of the obstacles to genetic engineering by allowing scientists to transfer
_erediipary characteristics. Critics,ifearing the potential misuse of such research,
opened' the National Academy of Science' s Forum on recombinant DNA by singing "we
shall not be cloned." Biology, they claim, is .a "social weapon" that can e used
to 'ustify and perpetuat- exis ing inequalities or to develop means of socia7
control.

The recombinant DNA controversy has brought together many of the partici-
pants-from other recent scientific controversies such as the genetics -IQ contro-
versy and the XYY dispute. These activists worry about any research which ilates
genetically-Mediated characteristics to human behavior. Convinced hat knowledge
cannot be disentangled from its impatt and its use, today's critics, in contrast
to the activists in the 1940s, argue that q4estions must be raised _bout basic
research as well'. as its application. And they citethe._history of the use of
atomic weapons as proof of their contention that one knowledge exists it is very
likely 05' be utilized.' This history remains a source of the emotional character
of the scientists' movement in the early 1970s.'
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Theso concerns inevitably generate questions about the process of decision-
making in science: Who should control scientific research.and dirett its prior-
ities? What are the appropriate institutions for control? To what extent shoUld

, laymen be involved? The most radical activists in the.scientists' movement are
critical of the self-regulating mechanisms of science, and also far more cynical
about established political institutions than their ancestors in the 1940s. They
argue that exeertise is not a sufficient basis for authority and seek greater lay
-involvement i decision, about science, which they'define in political terms.
These critics-seek basic systemic changes in the traditional organization!and ,

control of science itself, a demand:that-stands in sharp contrast to the efforts
dubing.thepostwar period to enhance the autonomy and.self-regulation of science.

Who Becomes Involved?

Through the years the sci tific movement has involved a spectrum of ac-
tivists with quite different orientations. Today, they include members Of ideo-
logical groups; such as Science' fort he People, who are highly critical of estab-
iihed science and technology and who seek basic social and political' change.
They also include spokespersons for environmental organizations, essentially pro-
fessional scientific activists wild regularly take positions on controversial na-
tional:science4and technology policy issues such as nuclear power or recombinant
DNA.5 Finally; we have seen the development of public interest scientists, who
take a more pragmatic_ and conk,ervative approach, emphasizing the need to provide
information and technical assiStnce to citizen groups on specific issues, espe-
cially those relating to arms control. With their faith in the efficacy of edur
cation and public information, these public interest scientists are, ideologically,
direct descendants of the post-'s/sr activists, even to the point of using the7,Bul7
letin_ o the Atomic Scientists and the Federation of American Sftentists to docu
ment their position. However, while many scientists in the 1940s went to the
public arena reluctantly,-as if it violated the norms of science, today's activ-
ists seek public involvement with verve and enthusiasm.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of the :recent scientists' movement is
the existence of a cadre of professional activists. Often the same people speak
out on any potentially controversial issue, regardless of its disciplinary empha-
sis-- military research in universities, nuclear waste disposal, genetics research,
recombinant DNA, or sociobiology' While these professional activists are few in
number they can, however, count on the support of a much larger group of young
scientists who were politicized during_ the Vietnam War and.sensitized during the
1960s to the potential misuse of'scientific research.

The development of a professional cadre of scientific activism is also
evident in the less radical public interest science movement. Efforts have been
made in many arenas to create organizations that would provide paid careers in
new public advisory:roles and to maintain long-term informational and educational
services.6 These efforts to institutionalize an active -cientists' movement have
already created a nascent infrastructure. Networks of scientists are available
who can be called upon to advise citizen groups on particular issues, and organi-
zations of politically active scientists have proliferated.' Their names indicate
the range of their interests: The Center for Silence in the Public, Interest, the
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Nader Clearing House for Professional Responsibility, Sciences for the People,

Scientific Workers for Social Action, Aerospaced, Computer Professionals for
4 Peace, and the National Coalition for Responsible Genetic Research.

Finally, a distinguishing characteristic of the contemporary scientists'
movement is that it involves not only the elder statespersons of science and
those with appropriate expertise, but anyone with the inclination or even ideol-
ogy to deal with a specific problem. Many scientists, however, fear that it may
also bring about increased politicization of science and, with it, greater exter-
nal controls.

Strategies of Political Influence

A striking feature of the new scientific activism is the public nature of
its activities and the willingness of activists to engage in and, indeed, to abet
political controversy. Disputes among scientists are normally resolved within
the scientific community using well-established provisions of collegial review.
However, recently, scientists appear willing to air grievances in a political
forum--through the mass media, litigation, or appeals Lu citizens groups or poli-
tical representatives. For example, Boston and Cambridge scientist ; who opposed
Harvard University's plans to build a recombinant DNA laboratory presented their
concerns to Mayor Alfred Vellucci, well known for his willingness to attack the
academic community. They ran public workshops and talked to technicians and
spoke to local community groups.

Normally, scientists seek legitimacy for their views through the support
of their professional colleagues; those most active in the current controversies,
however, tend to seek a broader constituency, appealing to groups external to sci-
ence to support and implement their ideas. To be sure, the 1940s activists also
sought a public constituency when they lobbied in Congress, contacted the press,
lectured, and wrote articles in the Bulletin to educate the public about the impli-
cations of atomic energy and the need for effective international control. How-

ever, citizen participation is sought today for a different reason--as a means to
increase the political accountability of science. While activists in the 1940s
fought against political control over research, their recent counterparts --by call-
ing public attention to conflicts of interest-within the scientific community--
seek to increase political control. Such actions have polarized the scientific
community, as less radical scientists seek to maintain intact the principles of
autonomy and self-regulation that were fought for by activists nearly 30 years
ago.

What is the Response of the 1 der Scicntifit' Community?

Scientists who have attempted to extend their skills to the political
arena have always encountered considerabl,, ambivalence among their colleagues.
Haberer, writing 10 vear ago about the pAiticat relations of science, observed
that "Dot[tics has boon considered an alien element, essentially destructive of
scientific endeavor."/ Similarly, prior to World War [l, Bernal observed that
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any attempt on the part of the scientist to think for himself outside his own
field exposes him to severe sanctions.,. It is argued that in the interests of
science it would be far better for him not to do so."8

While these norms have begun to change, many of the demands and strate-
gies of the scientists' movement over the last few years are especially menacing
in light of external pressures that threaten to diminish the autonomy of science.
The pubic disagreements that arise among scientists as they engage in political
a=c.follities could open scientific research itself to political attack, and bring
further outside pressure from skeptical ,legislators such as Senator William Prox-
mire and Representative Robert Bauman.9 These fears are exacerbated by discus-
sion of the application of "sunshine laws" to research proposals, and of lay par-
ticipation in review boards. The politicization implied by the activists' demands
for accountability, it is feared, could result in external controls exercised by
groups that poorly understand the nature and imperatives of scientific research
and implemented only at great cost to the progress of science. Thus, as activ-
ists seek public support for their ideas about control of research, the major-
ity of scientists tend to fall back on the apolitical. nature of research and
argue for scientific autonomy.

In response to proposals of legislation imposing measures of external
accountability, scientists often argue that research must proceed under the old
rules, relying on Che judgment of peers to evaluate questions of risk as well as
the quality of the research. In a- statement to the National Academy of Sciences,
Philip Handler, expressed the prevalent attitude:

I view with grdn-r)larm the prospect of any law
authorize governmOnt officials to determine what subject
matter it is permissible to investigate as well as the
manner in which such research is to be conducted. It

would be a first step along a dimly perceived trail...
As a minimum, one can foresee constraints- that will
swathe research with bureaucratic complexities, will -
increase .costs, will extend the time required for the
gathering of information and generally frustrate.a career
in research. If pursued yet farther, science could be
shattered.I0

would

Any external regulation tends to be resented as an intrusion. For exam-
ple, when the EPA sought opinions from eminent molecular biologists about the
risks of recombinant DNA research, most replied there was no reason for "inter-
ference" which would "border on the ridiculous." "The whole question of regu-
lation and monitoring is abhorrent especially when done by a government agency
and not by scientists."Il Even those biologists who had initially called pub-
lic ention to the possible hazards involved in recombinant DNA research with-
drew oen the issue became a source of divisiveness within the scientiii com-
rnunity. In an extreme but not unrepresentative
those scientists who questioned recombinant DNA
incompetents."12 Others referred to "irrespons
lectuals." The demands for constraints in cert
"Lysenkoism," or "McCarthyism." The appeal for

statement, James Watson 'smissed

research, as "kooks, st and
ble ideologues" or "an el--

in areas of research were labelled
greater public involvement, it was

feared, would bring unrealistic demands for 10V risk -free research and inevitable
outside controls
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in much the same. language that was used in the 1940 the established
scientific community has,----a'rgued that science is an international act-ivity; if we
do not use recombinant DNA techniques, scientists -in other countries will. But
this logic is used today to argue againsp imposing regional or national constraints:
given the difficultie of international control, a policy to constrain American

,

science would give Europeans a leading edge in the competition for research advan-
tage. Clearly, faith in the possibility of effective international monitoring
and control .has totally eroded in the present political climate of science.

Comparisons and Conclusions

In' recent years political activity-among cientis has intensified as
each afw round of questions.is raised about the value . of science, the limits of
inquiry, or how to direct scienco and technology toward socially useful ends. A,
long period of consensus and, indeed, of unquestioning enthusiasm about science
and technology hats ended. Again and again, evidence of profound skepticism has
appeared in environmental di'sputes,ia the nuclear debate-,- iriAiscusSions on re-
search funding, and in conflicts over many areas, of biomedical tesearCh. More
recently, intense concerns about the social impact of science and the potentially
pernicious applications of scientific findings have been -expressed in disputes.
over XYY research, the genetics-IQ controversy, protest against the testing of
psychotropic drugs on disturbed children, and the conflict over fetal research.
All these concerns have thus come to focus during the dispute over recombinant
DNA research -in many ways a symbol of changing attitudes toward science, an
"atomic bomb" of the 1970s.

The activism of the q940s left an important legacy--the concept that sci-
entists must acknowledge responsibility for the use of their research. But the
implications of this responsibility have extended far beyond the terra discussed
during the 1940s. The issue today still hinges upon the Westion of "who should
control," but the arms race and the uncontrolled development of nuclear power
have shaped the views of the present movement. Today's activists insist on con-
trolling science itself, not merely its applications., They have posed a new ques-
tioa: should certain research be done at all? Moreover, 'today's activists do not
trust the ability of the scientific community to regulate itself; they question
thq conflict of interests within competitive areas of science and propose measures
for external control. the current movement is marked by far greater aware-
ness of the politics of science and its role as an important political resource.

For both pragmatic and ideological reasons, today's activists bring their
concerns to the public arena. Like the scientists movement in the 1940s, there
is considerable faith in education and in the importance of disseminating infor-
mation to the public, but in the context of "sunshine laws," information has as-
sumed much more political salience, However; in the present climate of skeRticism
about science and technology, activists find that, to influence science policy,
they must also mobilize citizen support.

Much as in the 1940s, many scientists are either apathetic oralarmed by
the political activities of their younger colleagues, whom they perceive as frag-
mentJag the scientific. coaaununl t 1 caarcl encouraging outside controls. Indeed, both
fragmentation and the threat external controls are increasingly important real-
ities..
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In view of the changing nature of science, its widespread social impli-
cations, and the diverse policy roles assumed by so many scientists in contem-.
porary society (as research managers, advisers, and consultants as well as aca-
demic researchers), political activism among youngerscientists is likely only
to. increase. Disputes within the scientific community will continue to highlight
the political and value dimensions of.many issues that were once assumed to be
solely in the technical domain. Just as the scientists' movement in the 1940s
helped to shape the relationship between science and society for several decades,
so the activism of the 1970, is of considerable importance in renegotiating this

relationship in terms more appropriate to the present social context.

NOTES

See expanded discussion of thesqcncern in Dorothy. Nelkin, "Threat- and
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inary steps being taken to deal with genetic engineering problems, with the
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nuclear power and genetic engineering seem-to be proceeding_ on the assump-
tion that they must proceed, yet no public debate had been initiated on ge-
netic engineering even now as the impetus grows." Letter from Lorna Salzman
to Donald Fredrickson (May 17, 1976), U.S. Department of HEW, p. 542.
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C. NOTES ON THE POLITICS OF AMERICAN SCIENCE: COM1iENTARY ON PAPERS BY
ALICE KTM1ALL SMITH AND DOROTHY NELKIN

Daniel J. Kevles
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 911125

A

We have here two papers which build one upon the other. Smith's admirable
treatment, a pr6cis of her book, A Peril and a Hope, provides a reference point
for Nelkin's, whose acute analyses of the contemporary movement are enrichq0 by
her,,historical perspective. Both papers raise important substantive isefles about
the politics of science; but just as Smith's paper provides a benchmark f6r Nelkin'
so it would seem that we need a historical frame for Smith's. Examination of cer°
tain kellfeatdres of science and politic4 before World War II will increase our
understanding of how the politics of sc- ience has changed since 1940 and 'how it

has not.

Smith's prewar political history of the nuclear ntrol activists needs

refinement. We are led to believe that prior to World II they were apoliti-

cal, not involved actively in political causes, and, a result, had to learn the
techniques of a new trade beginning with the fight against the May-Johnson bill.
Behind such a characterization lies the assumption (in whose tacit expression Smith
has considerable company) that with respect to politics scientists were notably
different from other groups in the United States. True enough, scientists differed
from, may, candidates for political office or lobbyists or reformersbut so did
most Americans. Most people were not political activists. At the same time, most
professional people, including scientists, were politically aware;,they read th*
newspaper, discussed political issues, sometimes walked precincts, and usually

voted in local, state, and national elections. It is important not to accept as
paradigmatic J. Robert Oppenheimer's testimony that before 1936, when he suddenly
discovered politics, he neither read a newspaper or major magazine nor owned a radio,

More important, it is misleading to permit the political history of the
Los Alamos generation of physicists to 'exemplify the historical involvement of
scientists generally in politics. Such physicists as,Robert Milliken, Karl T.
Compton, and other activists in the National Academy of Sciences participated in
governmental affairs before World War_ II. While not stump speakers, they did

bilizQ support on various publid policy issues within the scientific community;
thy did seek out and negotiate with elected and appointed governmental officials,
and they testified before Congressional committees on legislation of impOrtance
to them and their comstituencyl! In addition to the physicists, many geologists,
especially the contemporaries and suckessors of John Wesley Powellt, were active
in the conservation movement. Powell was epolitical activist of the first order;
in the interest of geology, the Geological Survey, or land and water reform, he
could buttonhole Congressmen, line up committee chairmen, and effectively generate
public support. From the late nineteenth century through the 1930s the conserve-
tiop movement is filled with earth scientits who followed his good political exam-

ple). 'Agricultural scientists lobbied successfully for agricultural experiment
stktions'at the level of state, awl then of national, politics and ioined with
their allies in the Department of Agric_ulture to enlarge the scope of fedarall
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sponsored agricultillW research through the passage of the Adams Act in 1906.
Through the years up to World War II,. these agricultural scienti5ts acquired con-
solderable political expertise in dealing with the federal Executive Branch and
Congress, as well as with local governors, legislators, and farmers, to protect
their professional interests and to shape public concerning agriculture.'
Chemists like Harvey Wiley did riftrsh to secure passage of the first Food and Drug
Act; members of the National Bureau of----Iards crusaded for honest weights and
measures during the ,Progressive era. And many biologists involved themselves in
the eugenics movement after 1900 and vigorously participated in the political
movement to restrict immigration to the United States.

.

It.

Obviously, the involvement of scientists in politics in the mid-1940s was
not as such new, but, in certain key respects, the mid-1940s movement did repre-
sent a break with the past. First, physicists were not prominent among the pre-
war political activists;, they obviously were Very prominent among the postwar
group. Second, prewar political activists tended to be employed in government
:cientific agencies, state or federal; the postwar activists were drawn dispro-
portionately from the academic world. Third, prewar activism tended to involve
either professional scAf-intcrest or domestic social reform; the postwar act,iv-
ism replaced domestic reform with a concentration on foreign policy. Fourth,
prewar political activity tended to be directed more at the executive than the '.
legislative branches of government, and it was done more in camera or committee
than on tIve s--rtmp. The scientists' movement of the mid-1940s aimed vociferously 1

to shape public opinion and brought outright pressure to bear upon the Congress. i Y

However, it should be noted that, following the establishment of the Atomic Ene
Commission and the failure of the Baruch Plan in the United Nations, the-mc-
political activism from, say, 1950 to 1967, reverted strongly to dealings i cam-\

ora with the Executive Branch.
s

1
i

To turn more directly to the t-6ubstance of the two papers--both ar4.gon-
structed in deliberately parallel fashion and are. organized around the ame\four
problems: issues, participants, strategies, and response. The parallelisti.oT ,)

structure immediately spotlights certall key points: first, the post World 14;141
dispute revcr-niand a technology in hand while the current debate centers on
the hypothetical of a--scieptilic technique. Second, the participants in the
current disputethe ideologues,C environmental activists, and public interest sci
entists--are drawn from a much wcilr population than the scientific crusaders of
the 194(is. Third, while the members of the Atomic scientisCs' movement were dubbed
the "reluctant lobby," many contemporary activis relish public controversy. And
fourth, there is considerably more appralmnsion within the larger scientific com-
munity now than in the 1940s about the threat of political interference with science.

1
_though potating to these important tii_fferences, the analytical frame-

work of Smith and Nelkin could he made more useful by widening and deepening it.
To that end, consider the politics of the science discussed herc; in relationship
ti: I) the general self-interest of scientists. 2) the various interests of
particular scientific groups; and 3) the attitudes that shape the political
behavior of scientists.

Nelkin has stressed the contemporary concern of many scientists for main-
,

taining their professional autonom. Ui .tliout in any way casting aspersions 'upon
the sincerity of Smith's scientistsideals and self-interest. often

4
reinforce

each other, -do we not find similar professional concern evident in the atomic



scientists' movement of the 1940s? At times, Smith seems to subscribe to the
notion offten embraced by members of the movement--that theirs was an entirely
selfless enterprise. Yet Smith is c.jo good a historian to swallow that assump-
tion uncritically. She recognized le'self-interest of her subjects in the dele-
gate from Cambridge who,, at an early meeting of the FAS, stressed that his group
was concerned at least/As much with freedom of science as with world government.
The scientists' opposition to military control of the atomic energy program rested
on more than their dissatisfaction with encouraging the rest of the\ world to be-
lieve that the United States wanted an arms race. It also rested on their unhap-
piness over the prospect of having to submit decisions,concerning the course of
nuclear,Tesearch to the judgment of some militAry, rather than scientific, hier-
archy and to do research under a shroud of secrecy To the atomic scientists,
such control and such secrecy were reprehenSible not only in 'principle and not
only because of their implications for foreign policy but also because they
thr , ned'to interfere with professional beeivity, c_ etition, and careers.

The self-interest that operated' in the movement was made retrospectively
evident by the attitudes manifest among nuclear scientists An the postwar decade.
Despite thd establishment of a civilian Atomic Energy Commission, secrecy was' the
order of the day, as it had to be, in the area of weapons technology--in short,
in precisely the area pertinent to the question of international control of weap-
ons. At the same time, while secrecy continued to prevail in some areas of basic
nuclear research (probably for the most part those conducted at AEC laboratories),
it was largely absent in the discipline's academic enclaves. There were complaints
about the situation, to be surd', but no major ongoing outcry, not the least, one
would think, because the professional self-interest of basic nuclear scientists
was largely being well served.

A similar arg ment might be made about the 1945 concern with military con-
trol. There was no military control of basic nuclear research after World War
because the Atomic Energy Commission was a civilian body-. Although the AEC attempt-
ed, often with considerable courage, to temper the arms race, it nevertheless also '

acquiesced to it. Again, no significant outcry emerged from the bulk of nuclear
scientiats.-' In part, the scientists assented because they accepted the logic of
the Cold War, of Russia's apparent intransigence. But, in addition, the key de-
cisions about the goverpment's basic nuclear research program were being made by
their professional peers and, hence, their self-interest in professional autonomy
was well protected.

Smith points out the interesting fact that the controversy over the Na-
tional Science Foundation failed to stimulate the fervor typical of the movement
for nuclear control. Of course, the NSF issue was by no means as cataclysmic in irAp

its implications is that concerning the control of nuclear energy, but the activ-
ists of the day had a certain self-interest ensuring that the Foundation be
professionally autonomous and not be subjec ,4 "political" interference. Their
failure to lobby more vigorously for the establishment of the Foundation was no
doubt 1-inked to the fact that money for such academic research as the NSF was to
support began flowing from Whington in the Fall of'1945, via what soon came to
be galled the Office of Naval\ esearch. Furthermoore, even though this money was
dispensed under nominal milita y,anspices, it came without secrecy restrictions
and it was dispensed substantially in accord with the judgment of professional
scientists. If the nation's physical scientists were less exercised over the N_

. including the delay in its passage, than over ehe AEC, it was possibl,i because
they did not feel any compelling need for the Foundation.
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To turn from general considerations to the various particular interest
at work, it would be helpful to know more about the political sociology of the
nuclear control mo-ement: Smith reports that the older, more establAhed members'.
of the scientific Immunity lent their prestige, sometimes their voices and pro-
tests to the movement, but the more active participants, especially the Washing-
ton lobbyists, were on the whole younger people who were professionally less well
established. What were their professional identities? Were they Ph.D.'s? . Were

they ambitious research sc entists? What were their institutional interests?
Answers to' such questions 'gilt well help us to understand the relationship be-

,tween political movemen in science and the structure-of_the professional scien-
tific community. For example, perhaps a young scientifically-trained person who
is less interested in a serious research career may be more likely to become a (

political activist. Then, too, runny of the younger members of the Manhattan Proj-
ect went from undergraduatesto de facto Ph.D.'s during the war; they had devel-
oped no institutional interests by 1945 and, hence, had no institutional interest
to protect. They were, in a sense, floaters, suspended between the war and peace,
between their professiolial training and professional careers. In transit between
these two phases of their lives, they were more likely, perhaps, to take an active
political role.

Possibly the de line in the movement derived in no small part -fr o the
termination of this transit phase; the floaters became professionally ensconced
once the postwar institutional situation took shape, once funds were obtained,
jobs established, younger people iii4red. Also, the increasing dependency of sci-

. entists (including the activists of 1945) upon the federal government may have
well diminished their enthusiasm for protesting federal policies, at least openly.
A political sociology of 'se.ience would certainly need to measure the public, pol-
icy positions of individuals or groups against their particular individual or
institutional interests, especially with respect to government funding agencies.
Certainly, the opposition to the atomic scientists' movement at Berkeley, as exem-
plified in the report of the chemist W. Giauque, rested on more than any inabil-
ity of the Berkeley gro.4 to recognize the need, for persuadfng nations to renounce
or prohibit available weapons of war. One can respect that position, but we must''''
also examine whether that position might riot have been reinforced by E.O. Lawrence's
dislike of political involvement and by the dependence of the' Berkeley Radiation
Laboratory upon Manhattan Project funds, including the special grant that General
Leslie Groves made to codlpiete the construction of Lawrence's 100 MEV accelerator.

Similar queries come to mind with respect to contemporary activism involv-
)ving thg dispute over research with recombinant DNA. Clearly, as Nelkin points

out, the less radical scientists seek to maintain intact the autonomy won in the
federal grant system at the end of World War Ilndeed, they fear that too much
agitation about the issue will inevitably politicize science. Yet if they speak
for maintaining professional autonomy, why do others seem willing to eopardize
it? Nelkin suggests implicitly that it is because the activists are more radical.
Perhaps they are, but perhaps, too, an analysis must be made across a dimension
different from radieal/libetal/cAservative--the dimension of particular profess
sienal self-interest. Thus one wonders; are those wino worry about professional
autonomy on the whore more actively eriaged in serious research. titan those who
are not? ltimflarly, of those activists who are engaged in research, how many
rely on recombilint Lochniques? Perhaps the aeLivists do not fear political
interference with science, in the Sense of restricting the latitude of genetic
research, bc-Zause such interference will net jeopardize their careers.
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I think Nelkin is right that historical awareness - =especially of the
atomic weapons precedennhas played a significant role among th's activists and
their sympathizers. So also have the effects of the Vietnam War, including a
general distrust of authority, of organizational aims, of institutional interests.
I would, add that, unlike their pqdecessors of the 1940s, this generation of
young scientists has known only the system of federally-funded big science; its
members yearn much less for the establishment and recognition of their profession.
In seeking recognition from the larger society, their predecessors had left un-
questioned the merits of what science might do; indeed, they had usually pointed
to its possibilities as an argument for respect and funds. This generation, in
contrast, having come to maturity in a professional context of astonishing na-
tional regard and affluence, is less disposed to appeal for professional recog-
nition and is more disposed to query the premise that the advance of science is
in all respects beneficent.

Furthermore, surely the employment situation for young scientists has
affected their propensity for political involvement. Environmental and public
interest groups seem heavily populated with scientists who have simply been un-
abl0 to find jobs they consider appropriate. Many other young scientists may be
employed, but their futures are uncertain in this era of restricted funding and
academic cutbacks. Their situation is radically different from that of their
predecessors of t4 1940s. It is not surprising either that they should resort
to political accivi or that, even though professionally trained as scientists,
they should be les- concerned with the maintenance of scientific autonomy than
with making more _sponsive to the public interest a system which, in their view,
has misused them, threatens to do so.

_To support and exte/d Nelkin poinEs, in key respects ta contemporary
movement does seem to be something new in the annals of science and politics.
The proposal to interfere with' the- professional autonomy of science comes from'
within the community rather than prom without. Furthermore, the object of pro-
posals for regulation and control is not a new technology but the process of

!basic research itself. Finally, the scientific community itself is considerably
more pluralist than it was in th- 1940s,' let alone before World War II, and sig-
nificant groUps in that pluralis constellation are willing and eager'to engage
in public political controversy.

x.

The proposal to interfere with basic research is somewhat worrisome, vet
I am not sure that the proposed "interference is very different from traditional
actions in the regulation of public health And safety. Not worrisome at all but
on the contrary quite healthy, I think, is the development of a pluralist set of
institutional or professional interests in science and the propensity to contest
these interests in the public forum,,,,Science as well as the public was the better
for the public contest in the 1940s, 'iibd both are better for it now. We may con-
ceivably revert to a situation characte stic of the periqx1 between 1950 and 1967,
with high demand for professional research scientists andCla gh funding for them,
too; but I doubt seriously that the poli-Jcs of science would revert to the char-
acteristics of before 1940 or of 1950-19(7. Time's arrow tends to proceed in one
direction; it rarely goes backward, not c2unin the politics of science.

'
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D. IMAGES OF THE SCIENTIFIC "COMMUNITY": COMMENTARY ON PAPERS BY ALICE
KIMBALL SMITH AND DOROTHY NELKIN

Peter Buck
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Caybridge, Madsachusetts 02139

As Dorothy Nelkin astutely observes, the current recombinant DNA dispute
has been affected-by our previous "experience with atomic weapons." The bomb has
indeed provided_a.crucial metaphor for the discussion of scientific knowledge and
public policy--"a demonstration of the destructive potential of science," as she
describes it, "an image of what must be avoided at all costs." But to call our
awareness of this experience profoundly. "historical" strikes me as more'than some-
what misleading. I would emphasize instead how fundamentally ahistorical, if not
anti-historical, our view has been, not only of atomic weapon and their politi-
cal' significance, or of recombinant DNA and its implications, 'put also of the poli-
tics of science generally. That discussions so frequently itielude images of "what
must be avoided at all costs" suggests how far we are from regarding "conflicts
of confidence" related to scientific knowledge 4s similar to the contingent clashes
of !values and disparate visions of reality of eneral history. Rather than show-
ing. istorical awareness, our expectations about science and public policy have
exhit ited that "notorious" American penchant, to use J. G. A. Pbcock's phrase, for
Seeking "to escape history and then regenerate "1

In part, this situation simply reflects the rhetorical excesses built into
the apocalyptic (rather than historical) language used to describe the catastro-
phes in store for us ifix-zt not properly order the relationship of, scientific
knowledge to public policy he remark Alice Kimball Smith has culled from a June
1945 Chicago "rap session" on the importance of avoiding an atomic arms race catches
the spirit in which every maj r issue coFerning the politics of science over the
past three dep-ndes ;Ias been approached:/-'clear that if no agreement, are sunk."
There was, of Ceiur, no agreement, anJ we have not yet sunk, but that has neither
kept us from sighting rising water all around nor prevented those already in the
lifeboats from concluding that the ship is nonetheless foundering from overloads
of environmentally or spiritually contaminating sciences and technologies.

No less millenial, and no more historically grounded, are.the p*tures
painted of the future we will inherit should we manage to bring about a proper
integration of science and politics. Although Nelkin and Smith haveand quite
properly, given their charge7-focused'on activist scientists, we should also acknow-
ledge the flavor of the orthodox position, which James Watson's oft-quoted charac-
terization of the participants in the rDNA debate only begins to catch. As a field
of study science policy has long appeared to be awaiting the imminent arrival of
the New Jes..alem envisioned by the first social scientists. Just as Saint-Simon
and Comte hoped;-- age-o14 disputes about power, justice, and the good society seem
-on the verge of disappearing in a world soon to be freed from the tangle of social
structural constraints and ideological commitments which, historians are taught,
-customarily shape all forms of social choice. If the Bulletin of the Atomic Sci-
entists hasencoraged us to think of the future in terms of a clock dangerously
close to striking a final, convulsive midnight, students of science policy are
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apparently also ready to assure us that the countdown will at least proceed accord-
ing to thoroughly rational decisionaking processes employin'g the best scientific
principles and methods.

P

Against this background, the papers b-}, Smith and Nelkin are admirablX ode=
flationary. -instead of inviting us to contemplate transcendent scientificiration-
ality as it transforms our political life, or to ponder cosmic choices between the
good and evil posed by scientific and technological innovations, they direct our --

attention to scientists engaged in political action. And they indicate that poli-
tically active scientists may be viewed profitably from the perspectives commonly
used to study other persons who practice the arts and sciences of politics. What
issues capture the attention of scientific activists? Who are these scientists?
What strategies do they pursue in seeking to realize their political aims? What
responses do they evoke from other scientists? Although these are relatively
straightforward questions, to present them as the first questions to be asked
about "conflicts of confidence" surrounding scientific kn9wiedge and public policy
raises some promising possibilities.

Consider, for example, what issues have been or are of concern to activist
scientists= For the most part we proceed as if it were obvious why and how certain
scientific and technological developments provoke political disputes; the impli-

4

cation is that, in effect, controversies grow up around innovations which are
ntrinsically controversial. 'Yet even in the cases of atomic weapons and recom-

binant DNA, Smith and Nelkin may be interpreted as suggesti '1g that the conflicts
were in part manufactured, in-the sense that for any political dispute to take
shape, there must be some interested, articulate, and politically visible individ-'
uals and/groups ready to press the points at issue, no matter how obvious those
points 'hay be. Perhaps it is only a small advance to see the conflicts of con-
fidence besetting science and technology as conflicts among men and women, rather
than conflicts that se- -eople against machines or ideas, but it is an advance.

Similar1,considerations apply to that "long period of consensus and ixadeed
of unquestioning enthusiasm about science and technology," on the significance of
whose dissolution Nelkin rightly insists) It too was manufactured; we need to
understand how and why, lest we continue to believe that consensual enthusiasm
has been so normal an attitude toward science a 'd technology that it requires no
explanation; or that such consensuses have alwais been constructed on the same
grounds and in the same terms. But the sources and structures of political con-
sensus are irreducibly institutional and intellectual, and such matters have long
proved resistant to analyses of the sort that Nelkin and Smith have undertaken.
The strategy they have adopted is essentially NatierlIrte, for they pose the crucial
Namierite query, "who are these, people and what do they want?" This approach not
only promises no explanation of the role of ideas and institutions in shaping
politTeal behavior, but also presumes that that role will turn out to be minimal.
As an approach to TheStructure of Politics at the Accession. of Geor e III, this
strategy may have been reasonable and sufficient. Applied to scientific know-

Imo;
ledge awl public policy in nte 20th-century America, however, it unnecessarily --

restricts our field of vision. And, precisely because it does not encourage
careful scrutiny of political ideas, it may cause us to mistake for analytic
categories the contentious formulas scientists have framed to demarcate the pol-
itical questions which can-he legitimately asked about the scientific enterprise.
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Nowhere is the problem clearer than in the casual and quite uncritical
/

way we 'all speak of scientists in the aggregate as formj_ng a "community." Both
in the immediate post-wdehates over atomic weapons-and in the current contro-
versy:about recombinant DNA, questions about the autonomyof this aggregate have
evoked passionate responses from scientists. In part this reaction is due to the
symbolic value-attached to the concept of community. It is, for exampla, difficult
to visualize arguments about the autonomy of scientific unions having quite the
same urchase on our political attention, or to believe that our commitments would.
be site so vigorous if we saw the institutions of American science as Max Weber
di In the "external conditions" of science in the United States at the time of
Wo- d War I, Weber found a distinctively "AmeriG system." The emergence ofn

"large, capitalist, university enterprises," inaiSTinguishable from other "state
capitalist" organizations, had produced "the same condition that is found wherever
capitalist enterpris- comes into operation: the 'separation of the worker from his
means of production.' Far from being autonomous, the American scientists describ-
ed by Weber were wholly "dependent upon the implements" put at their disposal by
their employers, d development which corresponded "entirely to what happened to
the artisan of the past."2

This characterization of American science and its institutions is, of
course, political and tendentious; but so, too, are accounts built around image8
of scien ific communities. To juxtapose the two is to see a striking paradox,.,
the dimensions of which may be grasped by reflecting on the ease with which sociol-
ogists were able once to)distinguishhetween traditional and modern forms of social
organization by drawing sharp contrasts between Gemeinschaf_t and Gessellschaft,
community and society. To speak of scientific communities is, in effect, to try
to describe that most modern of intellectual enterprises in terms of categories
devised to characterize the most traditional social relationships.' Therefore, it
should not/ bg-sbrprising that "crises of confidence" now envelop the politics of
science. burvimage of the community of science simultaneously reinforces our
inclination to set the history of science apart from the course of history gener-
ally, leads us to see stark oppositions between scientific ideals and the realities
of scientific practice, and finally, encourages the dream that a proper union of
science with public policy may reinvigorate the pre-modern and anti-industrial
values, symbols, and social forms(ddentified with a lost sense of community. This
is an extravagant expectation, b t it is recognizably American in its antihistor-
ical promise of both an escape from history and a regeneration of it.

NOTES

J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought
and the Atiant_ic Republican Tradition ' (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1975), p. 545.

Max Weber, "Seiense as a Vocation," in From MaxWeber: Essays in Sociology,
trans. and ed. by Gerth and C. Wright Mills (New York: Oxford Univ-
ersity PresS, 1958),'. p. 131.
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Akin, William E. Technology and the American Dream: The Technocrat Movement,
1900-1.941. Berkeley: University of California Press; 1977.

Historical account of the American "technocrat" movement; in particular,
the attempts to implement the ideas of Frederic4-W. Taylor and Thoristein
Veblen. For a brief period during the 1930s, technocratic analysis seemed
to provide an explanation for the economic crisis, but the movement - was
never' able to muster sufficient polttical or social strength to have last-
ing influence.

Anderson, Ronald E. "Value Orientations of Computer Science Student.s."
Communicationsfthe ACM 21 (March 1978), pp. 219-225.

Results of a survey of undergraduates majoring in sociology and computer
science, designed to "investigate the interrelationship of technological
values with other values and opinions.' Using the Rokeach list of termi-
nal values and cluster analysis, the researchers identified clusters of
values that align in three groups: "protestant-ethic value orientation,
"technology VaLue orientation," and "humane value orientation." The com-
puter science students showed greater tendency to rank or differentiate
among values, showed greater value consensus and possessed a more complexly
organized set of value orientations. "The computer science students appar-
ently do not- accept the simple dichotomy between technology and the indi-
vidual, although it seems social science students do"(225),

Baltimore, David. "Limiting Science: A Biologist's P spec_ ve.' Daedalus

.107 (Spring 1978), pp. 37-45.

Because the author was one of the group of scient1sts that first drew atten-
tion to the implications of research with recombinant DNA, his thesis in
this essay is of More than passing interest: "I wish to argue that the trad-
itional pact between society and its scientists in which the scientist is
given the responsibility for determining the direction of his work is a nec-
essary relationship if basic science is to be an effective endeavor. ...

society, while it must determine the pace of basic scientific innovation,
should not attempt to prescribe its directions." Baltimore emphasizes that
his arguments pertain only to basic research and not to the technological
Applications of science.

Bennett; William. "Facts, Science, and Common Lives. Harvard Magazine 80

(May-June 1978), pp. 14-16.

To Bennett, poetry rather than science is the more democratic pursuit.
Science, by becoming increasingly unintelligible and more-exactv (and thereby
seemingly less certain), has grown away from the common experie e and more

dependent upon the scient' t7 expert or authority. Bennett obs ves that

the recent controversies over recombinant DNA or laetrile can, tilrefore,
bettor understood as expressLoh of re:--;itance to the authority of scien-

tists than purely as fossil_ tIpersritions persisting into an enlightened

age" (15).
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'Blanpain, Jan, with Luc Delesie and Herman Ny.s. National Health insurance and
Health Resources: The European Ex-prience. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, June .

A boo- for those interested in health policy, whether researchers or lay
perso__ concerned with social priorities. In a series of separate analyses,
the authors focus on the situation in five different Countries--England and
Wales, France, the Netherlands, Sweden, and West Germany-describing the
process of need recognition and the objectives, scope, and process of deli--
very of care. For each country, the analysis takes the form of almost an
historical narrative, as .the authors retrace-the road that led to the prps-
ent situation, noting the choices made and political lessons learned at each
step. The last third of the'book compares the policies and role of govern-
ment re health insurance and health' resources in each of the countries to
the U.S. situation.

Bok, Sissela. "Freedom and Risk." Daedalus 107 (Spring 1978), pp. 115-127.

This helpful essay begins with a brief consideration and cogent criticism
,of the views that moral problems in science do not exist or do not matter
or can be coped with by scientists alone. It then illustrates the nature
of the moral choices :present in research, discusses the'nature of risks
involved and the butden of proOf regarding such risks, and proposes three
approaches to regulating scientific investigations according to the serious-
ness and complexity of the moral issues they raise.

Brooks, Harvey. "The Problem of Research Priorities." Daedalus 107 (Spring
1978), pp. 171-190.

The author winds his way through the complex processes by which research
priorities are set, and examines both the criteria employed ("truth," "util-
ity") and the difficulties that arise when attempts are made to combine
"internal" consi tions ("scientific merit") with responsiveness to social
needs.

Condon, U. "Tunneling--How It All Started." The American Journal
Physics 46 (April 1978), pp. 319-323.

A clear, unadorned narrative of one effect of the political climate in
1946-54 on American physics. Condon's account of the early history of club
tum mechahical tunneling is also the story of physicist Ronald W. Gurney a_
the, interaction of physics and 'society.

Culliton, Barbara J. "Science's Restive Public." Daedalus 107 (Spring 1978),
TT. 147-156.

Discussion of the various groups of common jnteres ("publics") concerned
with regulation of scientific inquiry. The author does note that this "new
sense of public awareness and the climate it engenders [may] have put an end
to the myth of the sci ._ist-scholar free to follow his experimental life
wherever it may lead" (150).



Davis Bernard D. "The Moralistic Fallacy." Nature 272 (March 30, 1978),
p. 390.
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Focusing on the heritability of human intelligence as an example of research
cited as producing potentially dangerous knowledge, Davis attacks the use of
moral arguments in forbidding scientific inquiry. He argues -that blocking
research on moral grounds can become, in effect, "an illogical effort to
derive an 'is' from an 'ought'."

Donovan, Arthur, ed. "The History of Science in Undergraduate Education --
Three Approaches." Scan 2 (April 1978), pp. 36-41.

Report on a symposium on teaching the history of science held at the 1977
meeting of the History of Science Society. Includes abstracts of papers
by Sheldon J. Kopperl, Lois N. Magner, and Stanislaus J. Dundon.

Drew, David E. "Needed: Better Data About Academic Science." [Editorial].
Science 200 (April 28, 1978), p. 385.

"The information system which provides data for policy decisions about U.S.
academic science has fundamental flaws." The author, a staff member of the
Rand Corporation, cites the difficu.lty of creating a merged data file due
to the variety of definitions and classification schemes used in different
agencies.

Durbin, Paul T., ed. Research in Philosophy and Technology. An Annual Com-
pilation of Research. Bibliography edited by Carl Mitcham. Greenwich,
Connecticut' JAI Press, Inc., 1978.

This volume, the first of an annual series, is divided into three parts:
I. Method, Descriptive Frameworks, and a Practical Program for Philosophy
of Technology (Joseph Margolis, Robert E. McGinn, Joseph Agassi); II. The
University of Delaware Conference, 1975 (Paul T. Durbin, Albert Borgmann,
Willis H. Truitt, Kai Nielsen, Edmund Byrne, Robert E. McGinn, Joseph Agassi,
Stanley R. Carpenter, Carl Mitcham); III. Review and Bibliography (Carl
Mitcham and Jim Grote).

Ellison, Craig W., ed. Modifying Man: Implications and Ethics. Washington,

D. C.; University Press of America, 1977.

A collection of articles examining the implications of human engineering
technology; based on presentations at the International Conference on Human
Engineering and the Future of Man, co =sponsored by scientific, legal and
theological organizations. Special sections address genetic, electro-chem-
ical and psychological engineering, as well as evangelical and theological
perspectives.

Elstein, Arthur S.
Problem_solVin
Harvard Universe

Lee S. Shulman, and Sarah A. Sprafka, et al. Medical
An Anal . _ of Clinical Reasonin Cambridge, Massachusetts:
y Press, 1978.

In the past few decades of medical school curriculum reform, educators soon
discovered that it was one thing to talk about the importance of teaching
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medical students to solve clinical problems and quite anothen to define
specifically what was meant by the term problem solving" (2). This book
reports on the Medical-Inquiry Project (1969-73), a program of research on
medical problem solving. The Project sought to identify relevant intellect-
ual processes, generate theories, and develop instructional materials and
methods. While the book is largely a rdport on Project proceddres and find-
ings, it also contains descriptive summaries of' most of the related research
and general discussOn

%N
of the conceptual processes' of experienced physicians

and medical studentsilp well as a concise chapter of conclusions, Impli-
cations,, and suggestions for futdre research.

EVItT Resource Director. Washington, C.: American Association for the
. _

Advancement of Science, 1978 (Available free of charge: Office of Science
Education, AAAS, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue; N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036).

A directory of programs and courses at U.S. institutions in the field of
ethics and values in science and technology.

Geison, Gerald L. "Pasteur's Work on Rabies: Reexamining the Ethical issues.'
The Hasting=s Center port 8 (April 1978), pp. 26-33.

After delineating the ethical issues raised by the nature of rabies itself,
the author focuses on the ethical issues specific to Pasteur's period and
historical role. The analysis is based primarily on the contemporary liter-
ature about Pasteur's work and treatment because, as Geison insists, "ethic.
cal analysis... must be specific not only to the substance of a situation
but also to its historical context." Although Geison ultimately concludes
that "we do have some basis for doubting the ethicality of [Pasteur's] ear)
liest human trials," this painstaking analysis clearly exposes the dangers '

of adopting "normative stances vis-a-vis historical actors.

Gingerich, Owen. "Circumventing Newton: A Study in Scientific Creativity."
The American Journal of Ph sics 46 (March 1978), pp. 202-206.

As the author describes a specific case study used in a natural sciences
course for non-science students, he explores the affinity between the crea-
tive impulse in art and science, arguing -that the common aspects are quite
ambiguous.

Gould, Stephen Jay. "Morton's Ranking of Races by Cranial Capacity." Science
200 (May 5, 1978), pp. 502-509.

S. G. Morton, a prominant mief-19th century physician and self-styled "objec-
tive empiricist," amassed the world's largest pre-Darwinian collection of
human skulls, measured their capacity, and produced results that conformed
to the prevalent view of Caucasion superiority. The author has reanalyzed
all of Morton's raw data (published by the physician) and finds that "they
are a, patchwork of assumption and finagling, controlled, probably uncon-
sciously,' by [Morton's] conventional a priori ranking..." Categories of
error found by Could include: 1) "favorable inconsistencies and shifting
criteria;" 2) "procedural omissions that seem obvious to us;" :0 "slips,
e.g., obvious errors, explicable only by their conformity with expected
results; 4) "convenient omissions," and ' miscalculations. Gould finds
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"no indication of fraud or conscious manipulation"in the case, and sug
gests that such-"selective amnesia," unconscious finagling, is a coimiibn
problem in science.

Graham, Loren R. "Concerns About Sciende and Attempt
Daedalus 107 (Spring 1978), pp. 1-21.

to Regulate Inquiry."
=

Provides a "taxonomy" or "typology" of concerns about science and technology,
illustrated by contemporary and historical examples. fhe objective of the
classification is policy-oriented: to facilitate assessment of "the validity
of each concern and address the problem of limits or regulation in a more
specific and informed fashion." Graham argues that "at the present time
there is a particularly strong case for discussing separately the 'rational
variable' in the complex cluster of contemporary concerns about science..."
"If we dismiss all concerns about science as 'irrational,' we will not be
listening to some important debates."

Gregory, Anita. "Anatomy of a Fraud:,Harry Price and the Medium Rudi Schneider."
Annals of Science 34 (September 1977), pp. 449-549.

Examines the background and implications of a significant controversy in the
history of parapsychology: a 1933 claim of fraud issuedtby a psychic research-
er toward a medium. Drawing from many unpublished sources, this paper touches
on a variety of issues raised by the controversy; these range from the design,
of experiments in an unorthodox area of science, through the relation between
fringe and established science, to the role of science popularizers and the
ethics of science.

Grosch, Herbert R. J. "Synthetic Chicken."
(April 1978), pp. 257-258.

_unications of he ACM 21,

An editorial by the President of the Association for Computing Machinery
describing provisions in the ACM Articles of Incorporation that prohibit -

lobbying by the Association. These provisions were recently used to table
ACM Council discussion on a proposed resolution to prohibit holding ACM
meetings in states that have not ratified the Equal Rights Amendm

Hall, R. Cargill. Lunar Impact. A History of Project Ranger. Washington,
D. C.: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1977. Available from
the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office. $6.25.
Stock number 033-000-00699-3.

The first close-up photographs the moon, obtained in 1964, were a result
of/Project Ranger, conducted _ 1959 to 1965 by NASA and the Jet Propul-
_on Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology. This history of.
he project, emphasizing the management as well as the technical difficul-
tles encountered, sheds light on the ways in which policies for science are
developed in the executive branch of government.



Heijder, Altred,t.and Herman van 'Geuns. grolgAgonal CodeS:of=Ethics. London,
England: Amnesty International Publications, 1976.

A_32, -page booklet that explores ethical codes related to the e of torture
or, cruel or inhuman treatment. Two essays specifically addre_s the respon
sibilities of 'the medical profession and several draft codes or resolutions
from the United Nations and other international organizationsgare included
_as appendices- Available for $1.00 from Amnesty International, 53 Theobald'

; Road, London WC1X 8SP England.

Hodgkin, A. A. F. fiuxley, W. Feldbeeg, A. H., Rushton, R. A. Gregory,
and R. A. MaCanoe, eds: The Pursuit of Nature. New York: Cembridge,Univer-.
sity Press, 1977.

A collection of "informal essays on the history'of physiology," yritten as
part of the 1976 centenary celebration of the Physiological Society by auth-
ors who were bot eye witnesses of,and contributors to major developments.
[See the review John W. Moore, "Physiologists' Recollections," in Science
200 (April 21, 178), p. 304].

Holden, Constance. "ABASS: Social Sciences Carving a Nicpe at the Acade_
Science 199 (March 17, 1978), pp, 1183-1187. n

This article chronicles the rapid growth of the social science arm of the
National Academy of Sciences--the Assembly for Behavioral and St cial Sci-
ences (ABASS)--which emerged from a 1973 reorganization of the NAS.

Holden, Constance. "Court Rules GE May Patent New Microorganism." Science
199 (March 17, 1978), p. 1184.

If

For the second time within a yeat, the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals, in Washington, D. C.,rhas ruled that biological matter is patent-
able. The rulings have generated considerable controversy about whether
animate matter can be patented.

Holton, Gerald. "Epilogue." Daedalus 107 (Spring 1978), pp. 227-234.

Holton argues that the struggles over the limits and boundaries of scienceHolton
have only just begun and are -"inevitable and o'k-haps overdue." He attri-
butes the vitality of the debate to 1) th= visibility" of science 'and
its practitioners, 2) the persistence of L. old credos in science, 3) new
institutional forms for dealing with the problem of limits, 4) changing
perceptions of expectations and debts by both science and society, and 5)
changes from an "ideology of progress" to a new "ideology of limits," an
alteration mechanically and intellectually linked to, new conceptions of
progress within science itself.

Hutt, Peter Barton. "Public Criticism of Health Science Policy." Daedalus
07 (Spring 1978), pp. 157-169.

Although concerns about undue restrictions on freedom of inquiry are being
voiced with increasing frequency by some members of the scientific commun-
ity, the author--an attorney--contends "that scientists today enjoy greater



freedom of inquiry than ever hdraviin higtory...." However, he wa

this situation will detet'iorate unless scientists attend, seriously
orously, to public criticisms of science--no matter how unwarranted
stAl criticisms may appear-. The bulk of this article is devoted too
logue" of criticisms of science', particularly health science poi
list is admittedly neither selective nor j,,plytic, and no sources-are

the author intends simply "to present a list of public Criticism, not

bate the merits' of the issues involved."
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Kargon, Robert H. Science in Victorian Manchester. Baltimore, Maryland:

Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978.

A study -of the development of science and scientific institutions in a

nificant urban locale.

Kupelman, Loretta.
XYY Screening." Perspectives d Medicine 21 (Winter 1978),

pp. 196-204.

"Ethical Controversies in Medical Research: The Case of

_4

Explores the value conflicts surrounding the XYY screening controversy and

discusses the "uni lie" problem of consent involved in XYY research ``testing
o

of infants.

Lehmann, Phyllis. Cancer and the Worker. New York: New York Acadety of

Sciences, 1977.

This practical book is designed to inform workers and managers about what

is and is not known about occupational cancer and about the issues A*ived
in its control. Adapted from the proceedings of a New York Academy of ci-

ences conference on occupational carcinogenesis, the book includes disc-us-

sions of several classes of cancer hazards, techniques for prevention, risk

assessment, the worker's right to know, as well as a glossary of cancer terms.

McDermott, Walsh. "Medicine: The Public Good and One's

Biology and 21 (Winter 1978), pp. 167-187.

" Perspectives

Discussion of issues involved in current debates over the direction of health

care policy; in particular, "whether the encounter physician system merits

continued major investment or whether some other day, largely based on acquir-

ing good habits of health, represents a better investment opportunity for the

long run" (184) . Author advocates a concerted R & D effort on "the actual-

substance of medical practice."

Marx, Leo. "Reflections on the Neo-Romantic Critique of Science, ""
107 (Spring 1978), pp. 61-74.

aedalus

An essay on neo-Romantic criticism of the legitimacy of science, concentrat-
ing on the reaction of the late 19th century and ith special-attention to
the writings Theodore Roszak.
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Metzger, Walter. "Academic Freedom andsScientific Freedom." Daedalus 107

(Spring 1978), pp. 93=114.

1D_ aces over the regulation of science fre uently include references to aca-
demic fteedomA.- In an effort to enlighten this aspect of the debates, this
Essay"traces the developmem-of conventional notions of academic freedom
during. the, early nineteemeh century 'in Germany and later in the United States
and'showe' us how little they..offer in the way of a general defense for free-
dom of scientific,investigation in its twentieth century foim" (R. Mvison,
"Introduction" to the Spring 1978 Daedalus;-p.

Munson;i Robert. S. "Misgivings about Life-Extending Technologies." Daedalus-

107 (Spring 1978), pp-. 211-226.

MA,ftson considerS the social and ethical consequences of policies directed
toward prolonging. life and advocates early application of technology assess-
mat to, in part, forecagt the consequences.

National Science Foundation. Reviews of Data on Science Resources, "S nti-
ic and Technical Personnel in Private industry, 1960-70 and 75." Washington,
D. C. U. S. Government, Printing Office. $.80; Stock number 038-000-00-361-5.
(Write Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Wash-
lington, D. C. 20550).

Results of a 1975 survey (with updates) on employmdnt of scientists, engineers,
and technicians in private industry. Shows employment levels by industry,
occupation, and fUnction, and examines trends in private industry employment
of scientists and engineers from 1950-1975.

Osborn, June, ed. Influenza in America 1918-76: Histor Science and Politics.

New York: Neale Watson, 1977.

Accounts of the efforts in 1976 to avoid a pandemic of 1918-type flu, with
analyses of the political and social questions involved and the accompany =

-ing legislative debates and bureaucratic problems.

Perl, Martin ., ed. Physics- Careers Employment and Education. New York:

American nstitute,of Physics, 1978.

Proceedings of a conference on Changing Career Opportunities for Physicists,
held at Penn State, 1-3 August 1977. The book contains 44 papers or commen-
taries on the dynawics of education, funding and employment, on specific non-
academic or-public policy careers, and on appropriate changes in physics
education. An interesting mix of stAtistics, career anecdotes and thought-
ful. analysis of a complex situation.

Philosophy of Science 44 (DeceMber 1977). Special section on "Value Issues

yin Science, Technology, and Medicine."

Four essays exploring various facets of value issues in science, technology,
and medicine: "Moral Autonomy and the Rationality of Science" by James C.
Gaa; "Health as a Theoretical Concept" by Christopher Boorse; "Philosophical
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A
`Issues in Technology Assessment" by Stanley . CarPenter; "Discussion
-.justice, Theory, and a Theory of Justice" by Marcus G. Singer.

view:

Price Don R.. "Endles s Frontier or Bureaucratic Morass?" Daedalus 1O7' (Spring
1978), pp. 75-92.

A-cogent and lucidly written analysis of some of the underlying causes Of the
recent increase in legal and administrative constraints university research
scientists? While scientists often seem inclined Co_bla e
on politicians , anti-intdllectuals, ans. 'a bureaucracy'd_minated by an Over-7

"undue,coilstraints"

mighty executive," Price exposes more probable causes through his -examination
of.science-government relations over the:past 30 years. He concludes with an
outline for a "constructive political strategy"-7"a functional approach" which
would create an alliance between scientific institutions and "other el& nts
of society which might see, some common interest in maintaining a degree
autonomy in a pluralistic society."

4.

Ralston:, Anthony. "R4ort on Two Sessions on Scientific Freedom and HUman
Rights at the Annual Meeting, of the AAAS, Washington, D. C." Co x1a!mnications

of the ACM-21 (April 1978), p. 345.

Brief report on AAAS sessions from viewpoin of Chairman of ACM C uittee

on Computers and Public Policy.

Reed, James. From Private Vice to Public Virtue. The Birth Control Movement
and American Society since 1830. New York: Basic Books, 1978.

In this detailed study of the birth control movement in America, the author
contends that both the development and acceptance of birth control techniques
were limited more by socialvalues than by ,scientific and technological under-
standing.

Reiser, Stanley Joel. Medicine and the n of Technology. New York: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1978.

In addition to tracing the development of key advances in medical technology--
including the microscope, the stethoscope, and the electrocardiographthe
author maintains that these technologies have altered the patient-physician
relationship and have influenced the provision of medical care and treatment.
Reiser fully acknowledges the value of innovations but places particular
emphasis on the "costs," or disbenefits, of the "growing supremacy of tech-
nol6gy" in medicine. An extensive bibliography is included.

Rescher, Nicholas. Scientific pt:91:1, Pittsburgh: University of ittsburgh
Press, 1978.

The central thesis of this analysis of the determm ants of ths-rate of sci-
entific progress (defined as the number of "first- ate findings" ) i_ that
the binding constraint is economic. [See the essay-review by Richard evin
in Science 200 (May 12, 1978), pp. 639-640].
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ScholaisFreedom and Human Rights. Great Britain: Barry Rose Ltd., publiihed-
foi the Council for Science and Society -in c011aboration with the British
Institute of uman Rights, 1977. (Barry Roge Ltd.,`Lit It e ondon, Chichester,
Sussex, P019 G; Price: $8.00).

,Subtitled "Th problem of perSgcution and oppression of science and scien-
tists,"' this 63-page essay represents the effort of a study .group of the
:BritiSh Council for Science and Society to determine -what can be done, to
protect scholarly freedom on the basis of the existing norms and principles

,which comprise "International pumen Rights Law." Includes sections\on Sci-
ence and Oppression, International Human Rights Law,-Rights and Freedoms of
Special Importanco.to SCience, and Enforcement of Scientists' Rights and
Freedoms.

Sinsheimer, Robert L. . "The Presumptions of Science." Daedalus 107, (Spring
------7197-81, pp. 23-36.

A
A well-known advocate of scientific restraint argues that undisciplined
acquisition of/scientific knowledge may not always serve alb ultimate good
of society. To Sinsheither, the restraints he advocates are feasible--phys
tally, logically, and eventually:politicallyand represent the necessary
price for protecting society and, in some sense, preserving science.

Staats, Elmer B. "The General Accounting Mice: Appraising Science and Tech-
nology Programs in the United States." Interdisciplinary Science Reviews 3
(March 1978), pp. 7-19.

Reviews of the work of the U. General Accounting Of
pies of GAO interaction in specific technical pr 'ects.

Steinberg, Eleanor B., Joseph A. Yager, with Gerard M. Brknnon. New Means
- of Financing International Needs. Washington, D. C.: The Brookings
\tution, 1978.

including exam-

As changes in technology, increasing population', and the' growing interdepen-
dence of nations place additional demands on, international organizations, the
problems of financing international efforts grow more complex. This book
examines potential revenue sourcesincluding international taxes--and the
legal, political and administrative considerations involved.

Steinfels, Margaret and Carol Levine, eds. "In the Service of the State:
The Psychiatrist as Double Agent." The Hastings Center Report 8 (April
1978), Special Supplement..

Edited transcript of "A Conference on Conflicting Loyalties," coskonsored
by the American Psychiatric Association and the Hastings Center, 1977.
Topics covered include: moral dile in military practice; psychiatrists
in prisons; psychiatric institutio,. -iewed from the perspectives of admin-
istrators and. advocates; conflicts and professional etiquette; psychiatrists
and potentially dangerous patients.
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,Swazey, Judith P. "Protecting the 'Animal of Necessity': Limits to Inquiry
in Clinical Investigation.". Daedalus 107 (Spring 1978), PP. 129.46.

As- the author points out, the medical profession has long adopted fortil
rules or principles of Con she traces the development of the current
codes 4nd surrounding discus ions through the nineteenth century and onto
the more recent H-lsinki declarations and their relation to currenteforts
at regulation in d through the FDA and NIH.

Temin, Peter. 'Review of Ch- 1 's 'The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolu-
tion in American Business.'" The Bell Journal- of Economics 9 (Spring 1978)i
pp. 297-303. k
A review of the 1977 book By Alfr d D. Chandler, Jr., which includes dis-
cussion of the economic and pol _y impact of technology on American busi-
ness in the late 19th century/

Thomas, John R. and Ursula M. Kruse-Vaucienne, eds. Soviet Science and
Technolo Domestic and_Forei=n Pe's ectives. Springfield, Virginia:
National Technical Information Service, 1978. $15.00; Request PB 276968/AS.

This report, based on an NSF-sponsored workshop held in November 1976, an-
alyzes the organization and policies of Soviet science and technology and
its interaction with other components of the U.S.S.R. system.

Wade, Nicholas. '"Congress Set to Grapple Again with Gene Splicing." Science
199 (March 24, 1978), pp. 1319 -1322.

Whether Congress will agree upon a bill to govern gene splicing research
(recombinant DNA) in its current session is open to question. This article
analyzes controversial provisions of proposed legislation as well as the
views of key members of Congress.

Wade, Nicholas. "Contrary to Fears, Public is High on Science." Science 199
(March 31,j197), pp. 1420-1421.

Recent polls in Furqpe and the U. S. show no evidence of a decline of public
confidence in science.

Wade, Nicholas. "Guillemin and Schally: The Years in the Wilderness." Science
200 (April 21, 1978), pp. 279-282. "Guillemin and Schally: The Three-Lap
Race tb Stockholm." Science 200 (April 28, 1978), pp. 411-415. "Guillemin
and Schally: A Race Spurred by Rivalry." Science 200 (May 5, 1978), pp. 510-
513.

An incisive study of the 21-year pursuit, by two competing teams of scient
to isolate the hormones of the brain. The arduous quest, culminating in a
shared Nobel prize, was marked by single mindedness, operation on a semi-
industrial scale, open rivalry, and an "active lack of cooperation between
the two teams."
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Walsh, John. "HiStorian of S ence States Case for Catching Up on Basic'
Research." -Scince 199 (March 1978); pp. 1188-1190.

A synopsis of Derek Price's to timony at science subcpmmittee hearings held
at the 1978 AAAS meeting
for federal support of R & D.

ent restatement of traditional arguments-

Wechsler. Judith. On Aesthetics in Science. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The
MIT Press, 1978.

Essays by art historiarill physicists, mathematicians, psychologists and
others address the deep-:and delicate aesthetic nature of the concepts, mod-
elsand theories of,se.ience. Aesthetic judgments in science, the authors
remind us,, may reside within a cultural or personal context as well as in
the technical structure of science. Several of the essays are concerned
with the aestheticsiof the scientific concepts or theories themselves (Cyril
Smith, Philip Morrison), others (such ias those by Arthur Miller, Seymour
Papert, Howard Gruber) address the individual aesthetic judgments involved
in conceptualizations of scientific ideas. Geoffrey Vickers endeavors to
arrange the fieldsof potential knowledge, thereby to describe'our ability
"to impose, recogniAe, and combine forms," an ability he-argues is distinct
from that of logical deduction and analysis.

White, Lynn, Jr. "Science and the Sense of Self: The Medieval Background of
a Modern Confrontation." Daedalus 107 (Spring 1978), pp. 47-60.

A compelling, precisely-executed ssay on the relation between individual
self - awareness and science in the context of man's religious beliefs. White
taiils us from the eleventh century to the twentieth in an unforgettable
journey through the development of the scientific community's professional
legacy and mankind's image of Nature and scientific inquiry.

Woodcock, John. "Literature and Science Since Huxley." Interdisciplinary
Science Reviews 3 (March 1978), pp. 30-45.

An evaluation of Aldous Huxley's Literature and Science (1963), followed'by
a review of the critical contributions since Huxley in the area of liter-
ature and science, i.e., Jacob Bronowski, B. F. Skinner, and C. P. Snow.
Woodcock reviews science fiction, poetry and essays exploring new views of
nature and their social corollaries.

Worster, Donald. Nature's Economy. The Roots of Ecology. San Francisco,
California: Sierra Club Books, 1977.

An analysis of the development of ecology in England and America by an intel-
lectual historian who approaches scientific ideas as products of specific
cultural conditions.
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Blanpied, William A. "Notes on the
XVth International Congress of the
History of Science." 21(22-25).

Blumberg, Phillip I. "Commentary on
'Professional Freedom and Respon-
sibility7 The Role of the Profes-
sional Society." 22(43-46).

Brooks, Harvey. "Technology Asseds-
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May, Wi
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Nelkin, Dorothy. "Thoughts on the
Proposed Science Court," 18420-31);
"Commentary on the XVth Intebna-
tional Congress of the History of

7ence," 21(26727); "Scientists
in an Adversary Culture: the,1970s.
24(33-39).

Aaronson, Steve 19(30)

Abelson, Philip/H. 19(30)
Adelman, Leonard 18(35)
Agricultural Services Division,

Food and AgricUlture Organi-
zation 20(39

Akin, William E. 24(48)
Albin, Rochelle 20(39)
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Ravetz, Jetrome!R. "The British -Council
or Science and Societ 19(15-19).

Reynolds, Paul Davidson. "Researtch Re-
port: the International Social Sci-
ence Council (ISSC) Survey of Codes
of Ethics in the Social Sciences."
18(1517).

Seidman, Aaron. "The U.S. Senate and
Recombinant Di* Research." 22(30-32);
"Legislative Report: the U.S. House
of Representatives and Recombinant
DNA." 23(23-24).

Smith, Alice Kimball. "Scientists and
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Thackray, Arnold. "Reflections on the
Measurement of Science. L9(20-29).

Von Hippel, Frank. "Professional Free-
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Carter, Jimmy 19(32)
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Chow, Brian G. 19(33)
Christakis, Alexander 17(30)
Chubin, Daryl E. 22(64)
Clark, Dawn 23(44)
Clasquin, F.F. 21(45)
Clutterbuck, C. 17(32)
Cohen, I. Bernard 18(33)
Cohen, Jack S. 23(53)
Cohen, Jackson B. 21(45)
Cohen, Richard 18(33)
Cohen, Stanley N. 19(33,34)
Cole, Jonathan R. 22(54),
Cole, Stephen 22(54)
Coleman, Jerry Peter 19(34)
Collingridge, David 17(31)
Comber, L.C. 22(54)
CepTuters and Society Bibiio

22(55)
Conant, Melvin 20(51)
Condon, E.U. 24(49)
Cornfield, Jc )me 22(55)
Cottrell, Alan 18(33)
Cournand, Andre 17(32); 22(55)
Coward, E. Walter, Jr. 21(52)
Crawshaw, Ralph S. 23(44)
"Creation at Michigan State" 23(44)
Crosland, Maurice 17(32); 22(55)
Culliton, =Barbara J. 17(32,33).;

18(33,34); 19(34); 23(44); 24(49)
Curran, W.J. 20(48)

Danks, D.M. 20(41)
Davies, Duncan 22(55)
Davis, Bernard D. 22(55); 24(50)
Davis, Ray Jay 23(44)

Davis, Sandra 0. 23(45)
Day, Samuel H., Jr. 19(34)
DeBakey, Lois 17(33)
DeBakey, S. 17(33)
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Deitchman, Seymour J. 22(55)

Delesie, Luc 24(49)

Dismukes, Key 20(41)

Doderlein, Jan M. 18(34)

Donovan, Arthur 24(50)

Douglas, John H. 20(41)
Drath, L. 17(33)
Drew, David E. 24(50)

Dubos, Rene 19(34); 22(56)
Dundes, Alan 23(45)
Durbin, Paul T. 24(50)

Durham, Tony 19(34)
Dworkin, Gerald 22(53)

Dyck, A.J. 20(48)

Edge, 'David 0. 20(41,42)

Eisenberg, Leon 23(45)

Elkana, Yehuda 23(45)

Elliott, David 19(35)
Elliott, Ruth 19(35)

Ellison, Craig W. 24(50)

Elstein, Arthur S. 18(34); 24(50)
Engelhardt, H. Tristram, Jr. 17(33);
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"Engineering Education Today" 23(45)

Epstein, Samuel S. 20(42); 23(46)
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Government Service" 23(46)
SVISTResource Direct() 24 (51)

Fadiman, Clifton 21(45)

Fagen, M.D. 20(42)
Fairfax, Sally K. 23(46)

Farley, John 23(46)
Federation of American Scientists

19(35); 20(42)
Feirtag, Michael 20(49)

Feiveson, Harold A. 19(35)

Feldberg, W. 24(53)

Fensham, Peter J. 20(42)

Fields, Cheryl M. 22(56); 23(46)
Fine, Jacob 22(56)
Flnocchiaro, Maurice A. 22(56)

Florman, Samuel C. 23(46)

Flowers, Sir Brian 19(35)

Fowler, William A. 21(46)

Fox, Michael W. 23(51)
Frankel, Charles 17(34)

Fraser, John 19(36)
Frazier, Kendrick 17(34)
Fried, Charles 23(47)
Frenti t:onee 21(46

Fuller, Robert G. 19(36)

Gamble, P.J. 23(47)

Ganouski, S. 18(34)

Garland, Michael 18(34,35)
Ceison, Gerald L. 24(51)
Gibbons, M. 17(33)
Gilbert, G. Nigel 19(36)

Gilbert, John P. 22(56)

Gilinsky, Victor 20(43)

Gingerich, Owen 24(51)
Glantz, Leonard H. 21(46)

Gold, Bela 19(36)
Goldman, Steven L. 23(47)

Goldsmith, Maurice 20(43)

Golub, Robert 21(46)
Goodchild, Peter 21(46)

Goodell, Rae 20(43)
Goodfield, June 20(43); 22(56)
Gordon, Donald 21(46)
Gore, Peter H. 19(36,37)
Gorman, James 21(46)
Gorove, Stephen 19(37)

Goudsmit, S.A. 20(40)
Gould, Stephen Jay 24(51)
Graham, Loren R. 22(57); 24(52)
Grant, Lewis 23(44)

Gray, Bradford 23(47)
Greb, G. Allen 19(47)
Greenberg, Daniel S. 17(34,35);

20(43); 22(57)
Creep, Roy 0. 19(39)
Gregory, Anita 24(52)
Gregory, R.A. 24(53)
Grobstein, Clifford 21(46,47)
Grosch, Herbert R.J. 24(52)

Hall, R. Cargill 24(52)

Hammerton, M. 22(57)
Hammond, George S. 19(37)
Hammond, Kenneth R. 18(35); 23(47)
Hardin, Garrett 19(37)

Harris, John 23(47)
Hartman, Eric B. 21(49)

Harwood, Jonathan 21(47)

Hastings Center Bibliography of
Society, Ethics and The Lit-
: 19?6-77 18(35)

Hawk, Ernest 18(35)

Hawkes, Nigel 21(47)

Hay, Alastair 22(57)

Hayes, Denis 20(43)



Hayes, William 20(43,44)
Heijder, Alfred 24(53)

Henahan, John F. 18(35)
Herbert, Victor 22(57)
Herz, John 18(35)
Hinton, Kate 17(31)
Hirshberg, Alan S. 19(37)
Hodgkin, A.L. 24(53)
Hodgkin, Luke 20(44)
Hoffmann, Banesh 22(57)
Hohenemser, C. 20(44)
Holden, Constanct 17(35); 24(53)
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